• Namadgi National Park opening again
• New Life Member Rod Griffiths
• NPA photography competition underway
• ACT River Red Gums thriving
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Contributions for the NPA Bulletin:
Contributions of articles, letters, poems,
drawings and photographs are always
welcome. If possible keep contributions to
no more than 1,000 words. Items accepted
for publication will be subject to editing and
may also be published on the NPA website.
Send all items to the Bulletin Team, email
admin@npaact.org.au, or to the NPA ACT
postal address (see below).
Deadline for the December 2020 issue:
31 October 2020
Advertising:
The NPA Bulletin accepts inserts and
advertisements. Contact the NPA office for
information and rates.
This issue was prepared by:
Editors: Sonja Lenz and Kevin McCue
Copyeditor: Ed Highley
Presentation: Sabine Friedrich
Printed by:
Instant Colour Press, Belconnen, ACT.
ISSN 0727-8837 (printed copy);
ISSN 2209-6256 (digital copy).
Cover photographs:
Front: Great Western Woodlands east of
Nullarbor Roadhouse in SA. By Mike Bremers
Back: Sheoak Mistletoe on Casuarina
cunninghamiana. By Philip Gatenby
NPA ACT office address:
Unit 14 Lena Karmel Lodge, 26 Barry Drive,
Acton, co-located with the Conservation
Council. It is staffed by volunteers on an
irregular basis.
Messages may be left at any time.
Phone: (02) 6229 3201 or 0429 356 212
(if urgent).
Email: admin@npaact.org.au
Postal address: GPO Box 544,
Canberra, ACT 2601
Disclaimer:
Articles by contributors may
not necessarily reflect
association opinion or objectives.
Aboriginal stone artefact, maybe an axe head, found by Lisa
Jokinen on the Booth Range. Photo by Kevin McCue
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From the President
Activities this past quarter have focused on the recovery, repair and
reopening of Namadgi National Park after the catastrophic Orroral Valley
bushfire and the subsequent disastrous flooding. Committee members
have met with ACT Parks officials at all levels to discuss progress and
offer suggestions and assistance. We have participated in workshops
and a variety of meetings concerning the recovery process and
submitted responses to ACT Parks proposals. Meanwhile, nature is at
work on its own slow recovery process unaided.
The announcement of the opening of parts of north and south Namadgi
was made at a media event at Namadgi Visitor Centre on 27 July by
Environment Minister Mick Gentleman. The remainder of Namadgi will
open gradually as repairs and recovery progress. The refurbished Visitor
Centre will open on 6 September with a special public event. Meanwhile
ACT Parks staff and scientists are continuing to assess damage to both
the environment and infrastructure. As we know from the 2003
experience, recovery will require years.
A major donation has made it possible to buy a new work party trailer
and stock it with high quality tools. Hopefully, it will be ready for use for
spring and summer Namadgi work parties. Brett McNamara has helped
us arrange for a local artist to paint an Indigenous design on the trailer.
Many thanks to our generous anonymous donor as well as many other
members who have chosen to support the work of NPA ACT this year!

We have created the
new position of
Membership
Secretary, which
has been taken
up by Cynthia
Burton, who
will contact all
new members
as well as some long-term members about
their specific interests and possible
contributions to the work of NPA ACT.
NPA ACT committee and general membership
meetings will continue online for the present.
If you don’t have access to the internet, please
contact a committee member to discuss
joining a member in your area who does. We
have had good attendance at past online
general meetings and hope that more of you
will join us in the future.
Esther Gallant

Annual report 2019–2020
Celebrations and awards
• The major happy event of the year, the 60th anniversary
celebration was attended by about 100 members plus 30 invited
guests. ANU Ecologist Professor David Lindenmayer gave a stimulating
and thought-provoking presentation on fire and forest ecology. Many
thanks to Cynthia Burton and Annette Smith for their stellar
organisation, Janet Duncan for indefatigable support on the night and
Sabine Friedrich for hundreds of photos. The 60th celebrations are
continuing with a Young Photographers Competition with an
environmental focus, which is now accepting entries for awards to be
presented in October 2020.
Site of the NPA work party at Pierces Creek. Photo by Kevin McCue

• The smoky December Christmas picnic
was at Gudgenby Cottage, which thankfully
survived the subsequent fires. Members
who came early to walk to the Peppermint
Hill regeneration site were appalled by the
barren dry landscape. A highlight of the
event was the presentation of the second
President’s Award to Life Member
Adrienne Nicholson in recognition of her
many decades of dedication to the goals
and activities of NPA.
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• NPA ACT again featured at the 2019 ACT Conservation Council Awards
with long-time member Di Thompson receiving first honourable
mention from a crowded field in the Environmentalist of the Year
category.
• The Promotion and Outreach Subcommittee chaired by Allan
Sharp has updated our promotion materials with new banners,
computerised displays and a new marquee, all stored away until we
can actually use them again. Digital communications have been
updated with changes to enhance the website thanks to webmaster
Chris Emery, and increased presence on social media thanks to efforts
of Cynthia Burton and Mike Bremers. Interest in our Facebook and
Instagram pages is rapidly growing and has led to an impressive
increase in membership applications this year. It was pleasing to
welcome 47 new members since the beginning of 2020. We look
forward to seeing you at our meetings and other activities and
encourage you to volunteer for our projects and working groups.
• A minor change to the NPA Constitution has enabled completely online
membership applications, renewals and payments.
• Environmental research funding from NPA ACT and the ACT
Government continued for the Rosenberg’s Monitor tracking project
with regular reports in the Bulletin by the project leader, Don Fletcher.
He and his citizen-science volunteers have produced large amounts of
interesting and important data and the project is one of the most
popular topics on our social media sites.
• The Environment Subcommittee led by Rod Griffiths has responded
to many requests for submissions to the ACT Government including:
cat containment, pest plants and animals strategy, bushfire
management plan, mountain bike experience plans, Canberra Nature
Park Plan of Management and the updated Namadgi Feral Horse Plan
of Management. Submissions were also made on Snowy Hydro 2.0
environmental impact and the revision of the Commonwealth
Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Act. A very busy year
indeed for this group of excellent submission writers.
• Environmental advocacy: Over the past year NPA ACT continued to
educate politicians and NPA members on the threat posed to Namadgi
by the burgeoning feral horse population just over the border in
Kosciuszko National Park (KNP). A 4-day joint NPA ACT and Canberra
Bushwalking Club car camp in KNP in October featured tours led by
former KNP rangers to view the feral horse damage. In late November,
we took a large group of MLAs and ACT decision makers to the same
area on a bus/helicopter day trip to the Long Plain and Tantangara
areas of KNP. Many of the participants on this tour had also been on
our 2018 bus tour to the Ginini Wetlands in Namadgi. A number of
NPA ACT members are involved in the work of Reclaim Kosci which
includes campaigning, lots of letter writing and engaging with people
in NSW on feral horse issues.
• After the fires we organised a bus tour of fire damage in Namadgi for
work party volunteers as requested by Brett McNamara, Manager,
Namadgi National Park.
• This year was our turn to host the National Parks Australia Council
AGM with delegates from NSW, Victoria, South Australia and
Queensland attending. The second 2019 Art Week was scheduled to
coincide with the meeting so the delegates could visit Gudgenby
Cottage for afternoon tea. Meetings were held in the Namadgi Visitor
Centre and there were tours to Yankee Hat and Mulligans Flat.
Delegates seemed very impressed by the formal presentations by Judy
West (national national parks), Don Fletcher (goanna research), Linda
Groom (Reclaim Kosci) and Brett McNamara (Namadgi).
All the usual NPA ACT activities
• General meetings: In addition to several excellent presentations by
members we heard Judy West, Director of Parks Australia, discuss the
management of the six federal national parks and Brett McNamara,
Manager of Namadgi, describing the preparations for and fighting of
the recent bushfires in Namadgi. Brett’s talk was the first presented
after our switch to online meetings which will be continued until the
COVID-19 threat abates. Speakers were organised by Kevin McCue.
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Grasstree grove at Pierces Creek. Photo by Kevin McCue

• Publications: The Bulletin is now edited in a
roster: Kevin McCue & Sonja Lenz, Philip
Gatenby, Brian Slee and new editor Allan
Sharp do the job in turns with the assistance
of Ed Highley (copyeditor) and Sabine
Friedrich (presentation). The Bulletin has a
new layout and cover format thanks to
Sabine. Our monthly email newsletter Burning
Issues is produced by Chris Emery.
• The ever-popular Art Week at Gudgenby
Cottage organised by Adrienne Nicholson and
Hazel Rath happened only once this year due
to COVID restrictions. We hope to be out
there again soon.
• Bushwalks have been capably organised by
Steven Forst and an intrepid group of walks
leaders with the added challenge of adjusting
to social distancing and COVID regulations.
Over the year we had far fewer walks than
usual, but a regular walks program is now
underway again.
• Work parties faced the same COVID
challenges but have recommenced under the
experienced leadership of Martin Chalk
supported by Brian Slee. A major donation
has made it possible to buy a dedicated work
party trailer and stock it with new tools.
• The NPA ACT office under the capable
direction of Secretary Sonja Lenz was staffed
by Jan Gatenby, Debbie Cameron, Rupert
Barnett and Clive Hurlstone; longstanding
office helper Kathy Saw also worked in the
office until shortly before her much lamented,
untimely death. Membership applications and
renewals, donations and other association
business continues to be efficiently handled
with the aid of a new computer set up by
Chris Emery and Sabine Friedrich.
• The Management Committee welcomed
two new members: Bernard Morvell as
Treasurer and Debbie Worner as Minutes
Secretary. There is plenty to do and new
members are always welcome. Please contact
a committee member if you would like to join
the committee.
• Our members have been most generous with
both time and donations this year and for that
we gratefully thank them. That is what makes
all the above events and projects possible.
I thank all of you who have put time and effort
into keeping our organisation alive and well
throughout 2019–20.
Esther Gallant
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Financial report 2019–2020
NPA ACT is in a comfortable fiscal position with income exceeding
expenditure, thanks to generous member donations and bank
interest (see attached pie charts created by Chris Emery). We bid
for, and won, a grant to produce butterfly statistics from 5
seasons of butterfly observations. Membership fees cover the
Bulletin production and book sales cover the book publication
costs which leaves us in the enviable position of being able to
support conservation projects: Rosenberg’s Goanna monitoring,
Little Eagle, Earless Dragon and Feral Animals. Costs over and
above the ACT Environment Grant for monitoring Rosenberg’s
Goanna are labelled ‘Bequests’ as they are covered through the
NPA Bubb fund.

NPA Income FY 2019/20
Donations

$25,305

Grants

$24,468

Book Sales

$17,549

Bequests

$7,592

Interest

$6,457

Memberships

$5,426

Total

$86,797

Unfortunately, audited reports
are not yet available because we
lost our auditor at short notice,
due to family illness. We are
urgently seeking a replacement.
Please note that income from
grants and bequests only
accrues in the same year that
expenditure occurs. In total, our
bank accounts remain very
healthy; total equity up $9K
from last year.
Bernard Morvell,
NPA Treasurer

NPA Expenditure FY 2019/20
Rosenberg’s Monitor project

$20,155

Scholarships

$9,000

Butterfly Statistics Project

$8,360

Office costs

$7,408

Cost of books sold

$6,356

Membership costs

$6,326

VIP Tour Project

$5,566

Meetings

$5,362

Bulletins

$4,207

Little Eagle project

$2,884

Earless Dragon project

$2,500

Books as gifts

$1,889

Volunteers

$930

Feral Animals project

$222

Finance & bank fees

$202

Finance Costs

$131

Other

$110

Inventory adjustments

$15
Total

$81,623

Photography competition kicks off
Following setbacks due to bushfires and COVID-19, our competition for young environmental
photographers, co-sponsored by ACT Natural Resource Management, Icon Water and
PhotoAccess, officially started on 31 July. Entries are coming in slowly but steadily and we
expect to have a good tally by the 11 September closing date. Given the prevailing
circumstances, I think that we have to accept that we might get fewer entries than we
would otherwise have hoped for. Our national park has been closed for most of the
year, and travel within the Canberra region – the focus, as defined in the competition’s
terms and conditions – has been severely restricted.
Nevertheless, we can hope for a successful outcome, and that will be not the least due to
the promotional campaign run by Cynthia Burton on social media (see also report from the Promotion and Outreach
Subcommittee). After the closing date, our judging panel will get to work; winners will be announced and informed on social
media on 1 October; awards presented at a midday function at the Canberra Museum and Gallery on 9 October. Pencil that in
your diary: more details later.
Ed Highley, Photo Comp Coordinator
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Report from the Environment Subcommittee
In the June NPA Bulletin, the points raised in the NPA ACT’s submission
to the independent review of Australia’s national environmental
protection legislation, the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act (EPBC Act), were discussed. Since then a highly critical
interim report has been issued.
In his report, Professor Graeme Samuel AC states that his ‘interim view
is that the EPBC Act does not position the Commonwealth to protect the
environment and Australia’s iconic places in the national interest. The
operation of the Act is dated and inefficient, and it is not fit to manage
current or future environmental challenges, particularly in light of climate
change’.
He goes on to say that ‘fundamental reform of national environmental
law is required, and National Environmental Standards should be the
foundation for this. Planning is needed at the national and regional
(landscape) scale to take action where it matters most and to support
adaptive management’. The interim report emphasises that more needs to
be done to restore the environment and that national leadership is vital.
These views are consistent with those expressed in the NPA ACT’s
submission.
The Commonwealth Government was quick to seize upon one part of the
interim report dealing with the need to reduce bureaucracy and issued a
statement that it would begin moving to fast track development projects
by shifting responsibility for environmental assessments and approvals to
the states. The ACT Government has already been approached to enter
into a bilateral agreement in respect to the management of the EPBC Act

in the ACT and is concerned
about having adequate
resources to perform this
task.
The Commonwealth
has also ruled out
another key
recommendation: the
establishment of a
national independent environmental regulator.
And this before the final report is even on the
horizon!
Closer to home, the Environment
Subcommittee has been actively involved in
ensuring that environmental issues are given
full consideration in the planning for a new
major mountain-bike route, potentially from
Mount Stromlo to Blue Range. Already, at this
early stage of consultation, we have conducted
a field trip to gauge the environmental values
along the route that might be affected by the
track and have raised our concerns about these
and safety issues. More to come on this.
Rod Griffiths
Convener, Environment Subcommittee

Social media helps drive rise in new members
A campaign to increase membership of NPA ACT is paying dividends,
partly due to our growing use of social media.
The development of our use of social media followed chats with several
student leaders and younger people involved in social media campaigns
and environmental activities, and with Linda Groom from the Canberra
Bushwalking Club, which saw a sustained boost in its membership after
stepping up its own social media activities and upgrading its website.
Over the past 6 months in particular, we have been engaging more
through social media, thanks mainly to the efforts of Cynthia Burton, and
during that time more than 40 new members have joined NPA ACT. We
now have over 2,200 Facebook followers, 740 followers on Instagram
and more than 320 Twitter followers.
Our growing social media presence involves a lot of Cynthia’s time to
post new information and photographs online and respond to inquiries.
Reactions to posts are monitored through visits to our website, which is
maintained by Chris Emery and Sabine Friedrich, who work to make the
site more accessible and keep it updated.
NPA members with the old display at Namadgi Visitor Centre, July 2019

Our social media campaign is among initiatives
being spearheaded by the Promotion and
Outreach Subcommittee to raise awareness of
NPA ACT and our activities. This has included
the production of new display materials such as
a marquee bearing our logo and with two
picture walls, two teardrop flags, display
banners and a branded tablecloth.
Unfortunately, we have not yet been able to
use the materials because of COVID-19
restrictions, which have put a temporary stop
to events where NPA ACT would usually have a
presence.
Another addition to our armoury is our
promotional pamphlet, which was distributed
widely from displays stalls, by walks leaders
and through venues such as the Namadgi and
Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve visitor centres,
public libraries and community centres before
COVID-19 restrictions.
The P&O Subcommittee works closely with the
60th Anniversary Subcommittee and is helping
to promote the photography competition for
young amateur photographers. It will also take
on a greater role in sourcing speakers for
general meetings.
The subcommittee recently welcomed two new
members, environmental science students
Adrian McBurnie and Lisa Jokinen, who are
already making valuable suggestions for
strategies to attract younger members to NPA
ACT.
Allan Sharp
Promotion and Outreach Subcommittee Convener
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Policies for a 21st century environment
As we face a growing array of new and urgent
environmental challenges – not least those of climate
change – NPA ACT is looking to update its policies to
reflect the rapid changes that have been occurring since
the beginning of the millennium.
In the 15 years or more since we last updated our
policies, much has changed. Namadgi National Park has
again been devastated by wildfires for the second time
in less than two decades; urban development continues
to encroach on open areas, endangering native flora
and fauna; feral animals, including horses, deer and
pigs wreak increasing damage on our parks and
threaten our water catchments; and the ever-increasing
pressures of commercialisation weigh upon pristine
wilderness areas.

Looming over all that, climate change presents an existential
threat to our national parks and reserves and wilderness areas
through drought, fire and flood.
A task as important as updating our policies to meet existing
challenges and those we are likely to encounter over the next
decade is not just a job for the committee. This is going to need
input from you, our members.
A good place to start is on our website, where you’ll find our
current policies at https://www.npaact.org.au/index.php/pages/
our-policies or via links on our Facebook page.
We want your ideas and enthusiasm, so look out for further
information on how you can help guide the NPA's policies for the
future or, if you can't wait, contact Rod Griffiths, the NPA's
Environment Subcommittee convener on 0410 875 731
or rod.blackdog@gmail.com.

NPA’s annual general meeting 2020 on Zoom
For the first time in its 60-year history NPA ACT had a
‘virtual’ AGM. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, it was not
possible for the management committee to meet face-toface with the membership and for a new committee to
be elected in the usual way: we had to meet on Zoom.
We have had virtual committee and general meetings
over the past 3 months, so most of us have got used to
the new arrangement. Webmaster Chris Emery has
coached us well in when to turn the mute button on or
off and how to give presentations, so everything went as
well as meetings went pre-COVID with one exception:
we missed out on the friendly mingling after the business
part of the meeting which always included a delicious
supper with aromatic mulled wine!
President Esther Gallant welcomed about 35
members who attended the meeting on their
computers or smartphones. She acknowledged the
traditional custodians of the land on which we meet
and paid our respects to their elders past and
present. The minutes of last year’s AGM had been
made available on the website for members to read
and were accepted as a true record of the August
2019 meeting. Esther then gave us the highlights of
her annual report (see page 3 of this Bulletin for the
full report).
Bernard Morvell and Chris Emery interpreted the
financial situation of the association with the help of

pie charts showing NPA’s income and expenditure (see page
5 of this Bulletin). Unfortunately, the appointed auditor has,
for family reasons, unexpectedly been unable to complete
an audit on NPA’s finances. Neither will she be available for
next year’s audit. Therefore the AGM financial statement
has to be considered as a draft report. The treasurer is now
looking for an auditor for this and next year’s financial
report. Suggestions from members would be welcomed.
Under ‘other business’, NPA Life Membership was bestowed
on Rod Griffiths for his stellar contributions to the NPA and
other conservation organisations over literally decades. The
certificate for Rod was handed over remotely at Max and
Marie Lawrence’s place where Rod was hosted for the
evening. The nomination statement for Rod’s award can be
read on page 8 of this Bulletin.
Esther then asked Returning Officer Bruce Boreham to
oversee the election of the new committee. After declaring
all positions vacant, Bruce announced that 11 nominations
had been received and that all office-bearer positions and
six further committee positions had been filled, with cooption of further members to the committee possible
throughout the year.
Office-bearers for 2020–21 are:
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Minutes Secretary

Esther Gallant
Cynthia Burton
Bernard Morvell
Sonja Lenz
Debbie Worner
Committee members are Chris
Emery, George Heinsohn, Rosemary
Hollow, Kevin McCue and Allan
Sharp, with Immediate Past
President Rod Griffiths an ex-officio
member.
Following on from the election, three
members (Cynthia Burton, Esther
Gallant and Kevin McCue) gave
short presentations on, respectively,
NPA’s social media campaign,
observing the development of
butterflies, and travelling through
the Andes from Chile to Argentina
and back.
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Life membership for Rod Griffiths
NPA ACT has been very fortunate to have had Rod Griffiths as a key part
of its leadership team for the past 17 years. Rod first joined the
committee in 2003, served as treasurer from 2004 to 2010, then as
president from 2010 to 2015. On ‘retirement’ he then shared the role of
president with life member and former president Christine Goonrey for 2
years, until current president Esther Gallant took over in 2017. Rod has
been convener of NPA’s Environment Subcommittee since 2011, a role he
continues with vigour and enthusiasm to this day.
NPA ACT has made some major advances under Rod’s stewardship. Firstly,
as treasurer he was instrumental in putting the association on a sound
financial footing, backed by some very committed and generous
benefactors. Then he was a major advocate for some very practical ways
for NPA to take advantage of this situation. This included the establishment
of NPA’s annual scholarship for an honours year student at ANU’s Fenner
School of Environment and Society, reprints and new editions of key NPA
publications, and support for an expanded range of activities furthering
NPA objectives. Rod realised the importance of conserving the remaining
ACT grassy woodlands and instigated NPA’s campaign to have them
managed as a northern national park, which fed into the ACT
Government’s woodlands strategy.
As president, Rod was very much a hands-on leader with the respect and
liking of his committee colleagues and the membership generally. He
chaired numerous committee and general meetings (always in good
humour), wrote excellent and timely reports for our quarterly NPA
Bulletin, and encouraged and participated in the whole range of NPA
activities, including work parties and bushwalks. Perhaps the most striking
example of Rod’s dynamic approach was his recent very successful
fundraising efforts for the Conservation Council, during which he walked
the entire ACT Border - not just once, but in each direction in 2 years. He
would never have had time to do that while president of the NPA!
Perhaps the most important of Rod’s work for NPA, but maybe the least
known to most members, is the continuing contribution of Rod and his
colleagues in the Environment Subcommittee. This team does most of the
writing of NPA press releases and submissions to ACT inquiries etc. Their
work can be viewed on NPA’s website, which is well worth a visit.
Beyond NPA, Rod has extensive environmental credentials. He worked on
the Save the Franklin campaign in 1983, and has been involved with the
Australian Conservation Council, including time as a board member, since
1988. He has been a member of the executive of the Conservation Council
of the ACT for a number of years, and is currently its president. He was
Vice President of the National Parks Australia Council from 2014 to 2016.
He has served on the board of the ACT Environmental Defenders’ Office,
and has worked on various ACT Government advisory committees.

Walk the Border 2019: Mount Ginini - start of overnight
secOon - to Pryors Hut via LiQle Ginini. Photo by Diana Terry

Obviously, Rod is not a person afraid to get
involved, and these connections have been of
huge benefit to the NPA ACT and the causes it
represents.
Rod’s boundless energy and enthusiasm have
enabled him to simultaneously handle a wide
range of activities well beyond the scope of
NPA and the environment movement. He is a
chartered accountant with his own company,
and this work often involves periods away
from home. Rod has been based in Canberra
since 1988, and he and partner Amanda
Caldwell have two daughters, Hannah and
Caitlin, whom they have raised to adulthood
during the period Rod has been engaged with
NPA. Considering Rod’s business and NPA
commitments it must have been a very busy
household, and NPA ACT is very grateful for
the sacrifices that must have been made.
Rod is long overdue for Life Membership of
the National Parks Association of the ACT Inc.

New member on the committee
Rosemary Hollow is a keen bushwalker. She and her husband have
walked extensively in the NSW and Victorian alps, in Tasmania and
in Nepal. She spent over twenty years working for the Tasmanian
and Australian governments in environment and heritage
departments, including the Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service.
Rosemary lived in Falls Creek in the 1980s teaching cross-country
skiing, and in the early 1990s worked as a bushwalking and cycling
guide in Tasmania. She has a PhD in heritage studies, and since
leaving the Australian government three years ago has taught
heritage studies at the University of Canberra and worked with
Greening Australia on grant applications.
Now that she has retired from full-time work Rosemary is keen to
use her heritage background and love of bushwalking to
participate in the NPA. She plans to coordinate activities to raise
awareness of, and support the protection of, our cultural heritage
in parks and reserves. She is on the Committee of Friends of
Manuka Pool, and the ACT government Albert Hall Management
Reference Group.
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A return to work parties
Way back in March (which now seems like a receding
dream) the ACT Parks and Conservation Service
(PCS) advised that, in light of the government’s
response to COVID-19, all volunteer activities were
to cease until 19 September 2020. Thus, the NPA
entered a 6-month holiday from work parties.
Then, on 8 May, the ACT’s volunteer ‘army’ was
shaken from its COVID coma by the announcement
that Park Care activities could resume provided
appropriate guidelines were followed. After a brief
panic and flurry by your work party coordinator, an
outline of work parties was agreed with PCS to cover
the period from June to November.

January, the plan was to start slowly and ease back into things. So,
on 27 May we undertook removal of unwanted stock fencing from
the Bullen Range Nature Reserve – so much for the plan!
That part of the nature reserve on the eastern bank of the
Murrumbidgee River has some 34 km of redundant fencing left
over from previous land use. On this occasion the NPA
concentrated on a section located between the South.Point
Shopping Centre and the river. The area is characterised by low,
rolling hills incised by deep creek gullies and considerable acacia
and eucalypt regeneration. Also, the fence was of the rabbit-proof
variety with a well-dug-in mesh layer. After 6 hours, the tenmember team (plus two rangers) was spent and some 300 m of
fence was no longer a threat to wildlife. Perhaps needless to say,
we will be back.
A month later on 25 July we visited a former ACT Forest site to the
east of the Hardy Range in the Lower Cotter Catchment. This area
has been undergoing rehabilitation from pine plantation to mixed
native vegetation since 2008 when the announcement of the new
Cotter Dam sealed its fate as a domestic water catchment.
July’s work party involved maintenance of rehabilitation works
along 390 m of old forestry road. The road had been previously
stabilised with roll-overs and coir logs and planted with mixed
species. An irrigation system had also been installed. Our task
involved the removal of redundant and broken tree guards and
their supports and replacement of the short irrigation risers with
taller ones. Although the task was completed by our 10-person
team (one ranger and nine NPA members) by lunch time our
ranger advised me that it would have taken him 2–3 days to
complete.

Given that we had not held any work parties since
October the preceding year and that we had
considerable interest from new members in
rehabilitation work following the Orroral fire in

The 1980-vintage map shows the extent of forestry operations in
this area. The forestry road in question is marked in blue and other
rehabilitated and/or dormant forestry roads are shown in green.
The photograph is of the northern 300 m of the forestry road we
worked on – not a pine to be seen!
Martin Chalk, Work Party Coordinator

Photo by MarOn Chalk
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Vale Joan Goodrum,
20/11/1928 – 23/06/2020
Many NPA members remember Joan as a very softly spoken
person who was a strong advocate for the recognition of the
enduring connection of First Nations People to the land and
who was was very persistent in getting her point of view on
conservation and heritage across to NPA ACT members, ACT
land managers and the wider community in both
conversations and written submissions.
Joan came to Australia in 1966 with her two young
children, Chris and Caroline. She lived and worked in
Kalgoorlie, a large, tough mining town in the Goldfields of
Western Australia. It would have been hard: a small
woman, a Pommy, a sole parent, no man at her side, and a
woman in the workforce. There was no equal pay for
women, or even the employment of married women in
those days and certainly there was little sympathy or
support for immigrants like Joan. Kalgoorlie was a long way
and so different from her birth country under the
Himalayan Mountains in northern India.
Di Thompson expects Joan put her talent as a keen
graphic/animal/floristic professional artist to work to keep
the roof over the family’s heads. Joan used these skills in
employment and leisure during the rest of her life in
Canberra.
When Di joined NPA in the 1980s and became a walks
leader, Joan keenly took part in many of those walks while
at the same time developing her own wanderings. Later
she participated in a myriad of work parties and also took
her young grandchildren on bush adventures in Namadgi.
All the time she built her knowledge of Aboriginal sites and
objects and became a close friend of many of the local
Aboriginal people, including Aunty Agnes Shea and Matilda
House. Her strong interest in Aboriginal culture stemmed
from 1975 when she began working in the Department of
Prehistory and Anthropology at the ANU.
NPA members, together with Brett McNamara and his
Namadgi staff, have very fond memories of Joan’s tireless
pursuit of both European and Indigenous heritage sites
throughout the park, especially after the 2003 fire. They

Joan Goodrum at the NPA Christmas party in 2010. Photo by Max Lawrence

gratefully acknowledge that a lot of what we know today as
to the location of various Indigenous scatter sites is thanks
to Joan’s efforts in highlighting such areas to the Heritage
Unit and others.
For Brett, a lasting memory of Joan being ‘out-and-about’
in the park will be her white 4WD with the spare wheel
located on the roof rack. ‘I often pondered how she would
ever change a flat tyre … given Joan’s tenacity I’m sure she
would have!’
Joan loved Namadgi, Kosciuszko and the Australian bush
and all that it contained with a passion. Her involvement in
the establishment and work of the Gudgenby Bush
Regeneration Group, formed to support rehabilitation of the
former pine plantation in Namadgi’s Gudgenby Valley, was
just one of the many ways that she demonstrated her
passion, not just to explore, but to repair the bush. Brett
recalled a phone call from the Chief Executive asking him
to keep an eye out for her as she traversed the park. He
responded that Joan knew the park better than most.
‘Joan was a wonderful, passionate supporter of the park
and the intrinsic values contained therein’, said Brett. ‘The
mountains have lost a true believer. Vale Joan. RIP.’
Brett McNamara, Manager, Namadgi National Park,
with Di Thompson and others from NPA ACT

Rosenberg’s Goanna project:
LeV: Recording of a termite mound
Right: Sweep count of termite mounds
Both photos in Naas Valley by Kevin McCue
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River Red Gums at Spring Station Creek: an update
There is one large old River Red Gum
tree, Eucalyptus camaldulensis,
believed to be the only old tree of this
species in the ACT, growing in a small,
fenced reserve beside the Naas Road.
It is about midway between the
Tharwa Bridge and Namadgi Visitor
Centre, immediately south of Spring
Station Creek, and easy to observe on
almost any trip to Namadgi National
Park.
Isobel Crawford detailed the
identification of this River Red Gum,
and summarised the efforts of NPA
work parties at this site to February
2017 (NPA Bulletin 54(1), March
2017). By then, there were three welldeveloped young trees within the
enclosure, and several on the road
verge, assumed to be descendants of
the ancient tree.
Since then, Isobel Crawford and I have
occasionally visited the site while
returning from work parties or trips to
survey Rosenberg’s Goannas, with the
most recent visit on 27 March 2020.
During the past 3 years PCS staff have
erected a small gate in the roadside
fence, sprayed the remaining
blackberry patch, removed the dead
blackberry canes and done some
follow-up spraying of blackberry
regeneration and other weeds. The
blackberry thicket on the northern
fenceline of the reserve has also been
treated.
On the most recent visit we sprayed
African Love Grass and dug out all of
the small blackberry plants that we
could find. Despite last year’s dry
conditions, the three transplanted
River Red Gums on the northwestern edge of the reserve still
survive, with one now about a metre
tall (top photo). Of the small seedlings
found by Adrienne Nicholson near the
south-eastern corner in 2016, one has
grown to about 1.5 m tall (bottom
photo). In the adjacent paddocks to
the south, there are several surviving
seedlings now more than 50 cm tall.
The three older saplings in the southwest corner, and those on the roadside
have put on significant growth. All
these plants – large, medium and
small – had healthy foliage in response
to the recent late summer rains.

Top: A well-established seedling, transplanted in 2016. Both photos by John Brickhill
BoQom: A seedling in 2016, now a well-established young sapling

From one ancient tree there is now
what could be called a grove of River
Red Gums, all because ACT Parks
ranger Peter Ormay, a true quiet
achiever, recognised this remnant tree
and worked to protect it.
John Brickhill
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ACT butterflies – how are they faring?
NPA ACT applied for an environmental grant from Bank Australia
for statistical analysis of butterfly data collected by NPA member
Suzi Bond and volunteers in the field over five field seasons — from
2014–15 to 2018–19 – to enable the compilation of a baseline
report on the butterflies of the ACT. The following is a summary of
the findings.
The ACT has 89 species of butterflies recorded from within its
borders. Seventy-four (83 per cent) of these species were
observed on 1,448 systematic transect surveys over 5 years at
202 unique sites, with the most frequently observed species
being the Common Grass-blue Zizina otis.
Based on our data analysis and modelling, we found that
altitude and vegetation type were significant, powerful
predictors of butterfly assemblage composition, with lowland
woodlands being the most species-rich sites, and montane
forests being the least species-rich. Some ecosystems also
provide important breeding habitat for specialist butterfly
species, such as subalpine and montane woodland for the alpine
xenica butterflies Oreixenica spp, or the highland bogs and
swamps for the Bright-eyed Brown Heteronympha cordace and
Alpine Sedge-skipper Oreisplanus munionga. Urban and
amenity plantings, suburban gardens and the Australian
National Botanical Gardens also provide distinct niches for
several butterfly species which may not otherwise occur locally.

… high points in the landscape are important courtship
and mating sites for many butterfly species
Other significant explanatory variables included the month of
the survey, the year of the survey, and the broad topographical
and ecosystem category a site belonged to. For example, high
points in the landscape are important courtship and mating sites
for many butterfly species, with our results proving the summit
of Mount Ainslie to be the most species-rich site sampled in our
study. Results like these point to the need for suitable
conservation and management of such key sites.

… climate change could pose considerable risks to the
persistence of some species in the ACT
A significant decrease in species richness occurred in the last 2
years of the survey under extremely dry conditions, and the
composition of butterfly assemblages also changed significantly
during this drought, indicating that climate change could pose
considerable risks to the persistence of some species in the ACT.
We highlight the importance of continued monitoring at the
established sites, so that the potential effects of climate change,
fire, and urban encroachment and intensification can be
evaluated as data accrue.
The report has determined that the butterfly data provide
enough statistical rigour to be further developed into a scientific
paper. This paper can then contribute to conservation
management plans for butterflies in the ACT, and help to
promote environmental conservation by providing a scientifically
sound baseline on the state of butterflies in the ACT. Continued
support is required to collect floristic, other habitat data and
environmental co-variables at the survey sites. The network of
sites established for this baseline survey spans the width of
environmental (and human activity) gradients in the ACT and
provides an ideal basis for the broader monitoring of flora and
fauna.
Suzi Bond and Julian Reid
All photos by Suzi Bond. From top to boQom:
Female Alpine Sedgeskipper, Bright-eyed Brown, Common Grass-blue,
Orange Alpine Xenica in the Brindabellas
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Gudgenby Bushies come through a challenging year
It is fair to say that 2019–20 has been the
most difficult period in the 22-year history
of the Gudgenby Bush Regeneration Group.
We were able to hold only five work parties,
well short of the usual number, and none
since the January 2020 Orroral fire and
subsequent torrential rainfall which saw
Namadgi closed to visitors and volunteers
alike.
The four work parties held from September
to December 2019 focused on removal of
woody weeds at several sites. Targets
included the many exotic weed species
established along Middle Creek behind
Gudgenby Homestead, and briar and
blackberry (and several pines) north-west
of Frank and Jacks Hut. The year’s highlight
was the August work party, when we
braved snow and very cold conditions to
remove 350 metres of old fence line. The
average number of participants across the
five work parties was ten. In lieu of the
usual July work party, members
participated in an Open Day held at
Namadgi Visitor Centre, along with NPA and
other conservation groups.

Waterwatch monitoring was similarly impaired, with sampling limited to
only 3 days in August, November and December. Over this period the
tributaries of Bogong and Hospital creeks were dry and the main bodies of
the two creeks were showing signs of increasing stress from the drought.
Unfortunately, monitoring of the recovery of these sites by GBRG and
Venturer Scout volunteers following the fire and rainfall has been prevented
by the park’s closure.
We anticipate being able to resume work parties in the coming spring once
the southern portion of the park reopens. In the meantime, we have made
good use of the enforced shutdown to complete a review of the written and
photographic material accumulated since our establishment as an
incorporated body in 1998. As a result, a consolidated set of meeting
records, reports, photographs and other material was deposited with the
ACT Heritage Library in June.
Doug Brown, President of GBRG
STOP PRESS! We have recently awarded honorary membership to Fiona
MacDonald Brand who is, of course, well known to NPA members. Fiona
has contributed mightily to conservation of the natural environment of the
ACT, including as a much valued member of the Gudgenby Bushies over
many years. Thank you Fiona!
Ge\ng ready for the GBRG work party at Gudgenby homestead.
Photo by Brian Slee

Fiona at the GBRG
work party in
March 2017

Subconscious
We’re walking along the river track with the guide. She stops on
a spur to allow people to catch up. ‘Oh’ she says, ‘there’s a cave
over there!’ I walk over, see a shaft going down a couple of
metres. At the bottom I can just see a rusty metal grille. It’s a
locked cave entrance, about 50 cm square.
There’s a shock of recognition. That recurrent dream I have
about crawling through a narrow cave entrance. All my life I’ve
had that dream. Confinement, only just squeezing through.
Something beyond the squeeze, dead bodies perhaps.
Somehow I know that I’ve been here before.
deep in the cave
darkness is rich
and opulent
I see nothing
but everything is clear
I think that I was last here at Yarrangobilly on a caving trip about
fifty years ago. I have no real memory of it. But that cave
exploration has lurked in my subconscious, haunted me ever
since.

coming out
of that dark cave
into sunlight ...
birds sing the forest
and the river rushes
We carry on up to the show cave for our 3pm guided tour.
Afterwards I walk up and over the hill. Then down through
eucalypt forest. At dusk I come out into a clearing near Caves
House. The sun is setting and my hair is standing on end. It must
be where I camped with N all those years ago. My body
remembers.
head
full of thoughts
today
is an empty road ...
love that never was
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Pledge to double NSW koala population
Great news: NSW Environment Minister Matt Kean just made a commitment to double the state’s koala population by
2050. And he has finally acknowledged that cutting down forests is the number-one threat driving koalas to extinction.
‘Loss and fragmentation of habitat is the number-one threatening process to koalas, we need to protect their habitat,’
Minister Kean said on ABC Radio National on 26 July.
This is huge progress after a hard-fought campaign to get the government to recognise we cannot save koalas without
saving the forests they depend on. Until now, the NSW Government has done everything it can to avoid this reality while
allowing more and more koala forests to be cut to the ground.
There is no doubt Minister Kean set this target only because thousands of people have taken a stand for koalas. Together,
we are powerful and will not stop fighting for our forests and koalas.
Minister Kean’s goal for koala recovery is essential, but it must be backed by a detailed plan to make it happen. Koalas in
NSW were already sliding towards extinction because of logging and land clearing. Then the bushfires killed more than
5,000 and scorched millions of hectares of forest.
Nature Conservation Council, 28 July 2020

NSW buys outback station for a national park
Narriearra Station covers more than 150,000 hectares across far northwestern New South Wales.

Explorers Burke and Wills traversed it in 1860,
with an engraved post marking one of the illfated expedition's two camp sites.
In one family for a century
Mr O'Connor, whose father purchased the
property in 1919, said life there hadn't always
been easy and, although the landscape hosted
a diverse array of flora and fauna, nature
wasn't always kind.
‘There’s a strong connection to the land
through all my brothers and sisters and of
course my children – most of them have spent
a fair bit of their time here anyway, if not all,’
Mr O'Connor said.

Narrierra StaOon is the vast embodiment of outback beauty and heartbreak – a sweeping
western NSW caQle staOon that is, by turns, arid no-man's land and lush waterbird haven,
home to ancient Indigenous artefacts, the ghostly trail of Burke and Wills and now the naOon's
newest naOonal park. Photo: supplied

Key points:

• Narriearra station is the state's largest single-land

He said he'd tried to sell Narriearra to the
government when it seemed impossible to
make a living off the land, but this time he had
been approached with an offer. ‘It was still in a
bad way as far as drought went – they'd have
to borrow a lot of money to get back in to stock
– so it just looked like the best way out of it
was to sell,’ he said.

purchase for conservation.

• The area is home to 25 threatened species and
valuable wetlands.

• Narriearra has significant Aboriginal artefacts, and
campsites used by Burke and Wills.

‘It can be very good and then it can be vile,’ said Bill
O'Connor, 84, owner of Narriearra station, which has
just become the largest block of private land bought
for a national park in the state's history.
With nearby Sturt National Park, Narriearra will create
a conservation area of close to half a million hectares,
or twice the size of the Australian Capital Territory.

The acquisiOon of Narriearra
StaOon by NSW NaOonal Parks
will see a focus on protecOng the
Grey Grasswren
Photo by Jeﬀ Hardy

The 153,415-hectare station sits in the north-western
corner of the state, with the dog-proof fence of the
NSW–Queensland border forming its northern
boundary.
Flowing south from Queensland, the Bulloo River ends
on the station in an expansive floodplain and wetlands that attract tens
of thousands of water birds during inland flooding.
The property is also home to Indigenous artefacts, tools and stone
arrangements.
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Source:
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-06-27/
narriearra-station-sold-to-become-nationalpark-in-nsw/12400344
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NPA outings program
September – December 2020
Bushwalk grading guide

Distance grading (per day)
Terrain grading
1 up to 10 km
A Road, fire trail or track
E Rock scrambling
2 10 km to 15 km
B Open forest
F Exploratory
3 15 km to 20 km
C Light scrub
4 above 20 km
D Patches of thick scrub, regrowth
Day walks
Carry lunch and snacks, drinks, protective clothing, a first aid kit and any required medication.
Pack walks
Two or more days. Carry all food and camping requirements. CONTACT LEADER EARLY.
Car camps
Facilities often limited. Vehicles taken to site can be used for camping. CONTACT LEADER EARLY.
Work parties Carry items as for day walks plus work gloves and any tools required. Work party details and location sometimes
change, check NPA website, www.npaact.org.au, for any last minute changes.
Other activities include ski trips, canoe trips, nature rambles and environment or field guide studies.
Wednesday walks (WW) Medium or somewhat harder walks arranged on a joint NPA, BBC (Brindabella Bushwalking Club) and CBC
(Canberra Bushwalking Club) basis for fit and experienced club walkers. Notification and details are only emailed to
members registered for WW. Only NPA-hosted WW are shown in this program. For WW email registration, contact the
Outings Convener, outings@npaact.org.au.
Transport
The NPA suggests a passenger contribution to transport costs of 40 cents per kilometre for the distance driven divided
by the number of occupants of the car including the driver, rounded to the nearest dollar. The amount may be varied
at the discretion of the leader. Drive and walk distances shown in the program are approximate for return journeys.
NPA ACT members undertaking walks or other activities in this program are advised they should have PRIVATE HEALTH
INSURANCE or, at least, AMBULANCE COVER in case of an accident requiring evacuation by ambulance or helicopter.

Points to note:
Please help keep our outings program alive by volunteering to lead outings. New leaders are welcome. The Outings Convener is happy to
suggest locations suitable for a walk if you do not have something in mind. Feel free to send in suggestions for outings with a suggested
date to the Outings Convener by email to outings@npaact.org.au.
All persons joining an outing of the National Parks Association of the ACT do so as volunteers in all respects and as such accept
responsibility for any injury howsoever incurred and the National Parks Association of the ACT, its office bearers and appointed leaders,
are absolved from any liability in respect of injury or damage suffered whilst engaged in any such outing.
In voluntarily participating in these activities conducted by the NPA ACT, participants should be aware that they could be exposed to risks
that could lead to injury, illness or death or to loss of or damage to property. These risks could include but are not limited to: slippery
and/or uneven surfaces, rocks being dislodged, falling at edges of cliffs or drops or elsewhere, risks associated with crossing creeks,
hypothermia, heat exhaustion and the risks associated with any of the Special Hazards listed on the Attendance Record and Risk Waiver
Form provided by the leader at the activity.
To minimise these risks participants should endeavour to ensure that the activity is within their capabilities and that they are carrying
food, water, equipment, clothing and footwear appropriate to the activity. Participants should advise the leader if they are taking any
medication or have any physical or other limitation that might affect their participation in the activity. Participants should make every
effort to remain with the rest of the party during the activity and accept the instructions of the leader. By signing the Attendance Record
and Risk Waiver Form participants agree that they understand these requirements and have considered the risks before choosing to sign
the form and waiver any claim for damages arising from the activity that they might have against the association, the leader or any other
participants in tort or contract.
Children under 18 years of age are welcome to come on NPA ACT activities provided they are accompanied by a parent, guardian or
close relative who will be required to sign a specific Risk Waiver for a Child form.

Leaders to note:

Please send copies of completed Attendance Record and Risk Waiver Forms
to Brian Slee, contact 6281 0719 or brianslee@iprimus.com.au
NPA has a Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) available to leaders.
The PLB can be obtained from Steven Forst, contact 0428 195 236 or steven.forst@iinet.net.au

COVID-19 arrangements
The following information sets out the current arrangements for outings in the NPA ACT walks program under restrictions on
community activities introduced by the ACT Government aimed at reducing the risk of transmission of the COVID-19 virus. Walk
descriptions will not always contain a meeting place or time, with this information being made available by contacting the leader.
Walkers wishing to participate in a walk need to read these arrangements and the risk waiver on the Attendance and Risk
Waiver form available at https://www.npaact.org.au//res/File/2017/Attendance%20Form(2017).pdf, then contact the leader to
register, providing their name and a contact phone number.
Walkers are advised that they should not register with the leader (or attend the walk) if they have or have had flu-like symptoms
such as a fever with a cough, sore throat or shortness of breath in the previous 2 weeks. For further information see the ACT
Government COVID-19 website (https://www.covid19.act.gov.au/)
Walkers will need to arrange their own transport prior to the walk as the walk leader, because of social distancing and hygiene
requirements, will not be facilitating ride sharing. Walkers are reminded that social distancing requirements will be in force on
the walk and they are expected to practise good hygiene.
Participation in the walk will be considered acceptance of these arrangements and the risk waiver.

NPA
NPABulletin
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Vol.57,
57,No.
No.33––September
September2020
2020
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NPA outings program September – December 2020 (page 2 of 4)
5 September
Saturday walk

London Bridge and Burra Creek
Meet at 8:30 am at the London Bridge carpark. After a short distance
along the London Bridge track we take a fire trail down to Burra Creek.
We follow the creek through its interesting small gorge, and then across
grasslands to Burra for lunch. We return across grasslands and trails via
the historic London Bridge Homestead, Burra Creek and London Bridge
Arch. A distance of about 16 km. To come on the walk participants must
register with the leader.

13 September
Sunday
morning walk

Australian War Memorial/Anzac Parade – sculptures/memorials
A gentle stroll to view some of the wonderful sculptures/memorials in the
Sculpture Garden and along Anzac Parade. Bring your lunch or have it at
the War Memorial. Contact the leader to register.
Meet at the front of the War Memorial at 9:00 am.

18–20
September
Pack walk

The Castle and Monolith Valley
Visit two iconic locations in the Budawangs. The walk starts from the Long
Gully (Yadboro River) Campground and climbs on track, rough in places,
to Cooyoyo Creek where we spend both nights. Next morning with day
packs climb The Castle and, in the afternoon, explore Monolith Valley.
Retrace our steps back to Yadboro on the third day. The walk involves a
steep 600 m climb with a full pack and rock scrambling with some
exposure on a rope-assisted section on the way up The Castle. Much of
the area was burnt in the 2020 summer fires. Contact leader by email to
register by Tuesday 15 September for more information including
transport arrangements. Limit of 8.

Maps: Williamsdale,
Captains Flat 1:25,000
Grading: 3/A/B
Leader: Barrie R
Contact:
brdr001@bigpond.net.au
Grading: 1A
Leader: Col McAlister
Contact: 6288 4171
or cvmac@grapevine.com.au

Drive: 360 km, $90 per car.
Map: Corang 1:25,000
Grading: 2A/E
Leader: Philip Gatenby
Contact: 0401 415 446 or
philip.gatenby@gmail.com

19 September
Saturday nature
walk

Exploring the Perimeter Gardens at Parliament House
On this easy 2-hour walk, we will discover the plants and animals that
find habitat in one of the loveliest public gardens of the nation’s
capital. Join us for a simple morning tea at the end of the walk. Two very
knowledgeable and experienced specialists will lead the walk: Isobel
Crawford (botanist) and John Brickhill (biologist).
Places will be limited and bookings required.

19 September
Saturday work
party

NOTE: this is a non-standard work party Saturday
Clear Range – survey for large animal incursions
Stock animal incursions into Namadgi have been recorded along the Clear
Range. This work party will attempt to assess their penetration into the
bush beyond the fire trail. All equipment provided, come prepared for a
bushwalk. Meet at the Kambah Village shops at 8:15 am.

Drive: 100 km, $40 per car.
Car-pool 4WD.

23 September
Wednesday
walk

Joint NPA / BBC / CBC activity
Details are emailed to those on the Wednesday walks email list.
Otherwise contact the leader.

Leader: Philip Gatenby

27 September
Sunday walk

Rob Roy and environs
Park in open grasslands along track below the Wrights Retardation Dam,
off Jane Sutherland Street, Conder. Walk up Wrights Creek for a while,
then climb steeply to a fire trail and follow this to Rob Roy Trig. Continue
over Rob Roy, then return on fire trails to Monks Trig. Proceed off-track to
the ‘Black and White’ mine site and on to the normally dry ‘Rob Roy’
waterfall. Clamber down to the base of the falls, then follow rocky creek
out of the hills and finally traverse grasslands and a management track
back to the vehicles. Distance around 12 km with about 350 m of climb.
Contact leader to register and get start time.

Contact:
npa60thinfo@gmail.com

Leader: Martin Chalk
Contact: 6292 3502
or 0411 161 056

Contact: 0401 415 446 or
philip.gatenby@gmail.com

Map: Tuggeranong 1:25,000
Leader: Mike S
Contact: 0412 179 907

30 September
Wednesday
walk

Joint NPA / BBC / CBC activity
Details are emailed to those on the Wednesday walks email list.
Otherwise contact the leader.

Leader: Mike S

4 October
Sunday walk

The Settlers Trail
A walk along the Settlers Trail in the far south of the ACT.

Drive: 170 km, $68 per car.

From the Boboyan Road to the Scabby Range Nature Reserve and return.
Mainly on track. Contact the leader to register and get the meeting place
and time.

Grading: 3 A/B

Contact: 0412 179 907

Map: Yaouk 1:25,000
Leader: Steven Forst
Contact: 0428 195 236
or steven.forst@iinet.net.au
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NPA outings program September – December 2020 (page 3 of 4)
10 October
Saturday work
party

Gudgenby Bush Regeneration Group
We hope to restart our bush regeneration work in the Gudgenby Valley.
Hopefully, car pooling will be available for the journey to the Gudgenby
Valley. Details of the activity to be undertaken will appear in updates on
the NPA website. Tools provided.
Contact the leader to register and get the meeting place and time.

10 October
Saturday walk

Gulwan
Gulwan is one of the more southerly peaks of the Tinderry Range. From
the Tinderry Road we climb through scrub and boulders to the peak.
Continue north along the ridge over a few knolls before turning east and
dropping to the Round Flat Fire Trail, which is followed south to the cars.
Mostly off track. Some thick scrub and rock scrambling. About a 400 m
climb. Contact leader, preferably by email, by Thursday 8 October for
meeting place and time. Limit of 12.

11 October
Sunday walk

18 October
Sunday walk

24 October
Saturday work
party

25 October
Sunday walk

25 October –
1 November

28 October
Wednesday
walk

Corang Peak, Budawangs National Park
Meet at the Spotlight carpark in Queanbeyan on the Bungendore Road
at 7:30 am. Note very early start. This is a longish walk and a long drive
and hence early start and probably a late return. A walk from the WogWog entrance of Morton National Park to Corang Peak, which has 360
degree views. Then on to Corang Arch for lunch. Same route return.
Generally all on a walking track but with about 300 m of climb. In hot
weather may go to Corang Lagoon instead.
Please contact leader to register prior to the event.
Terrific trees: Australian National University
Did you know that the ANU campus has over 10,000 trees? It is, in
effect, another arboretum in Canberra! This gentle and family-friendly
walk will provide an opportunity to see mature specimens of several of
the National Arboretum species growing on the campus. The walk will
take about 2 hours and is mainly on footpaths. It will be led by Jan
Morgan, a guide at the National Arboretum. Join us for a simple
morning tea at the end of the walk. Meet at the Sullivan’s Creek Road
car park, about 50 metres from the corner with Daley Road at
10 am. Places will be limited, so bookings are required.
Glendale – briar control
The briars on the ridge north of Glendale Depot were last treated in
March 2012. The January fires this year have cleared the area and
created an opportunity to cut and dab the re-growth before it sets seed.
The site is accessed on foot which includes a 150 m climb. Equipment
will be provided, but bring your favourite work gloves.
Meet at Kambah Village at 8:30 am.
Callum Brae & West Jerrabomberra nature reserves
A walk starting at 8:30 am from the Callum Brae entry along
Narrabundah Lane. Walk past the old Mugga explosives stores, Icon
Water’s pump station with painted murals and down to a laneway near
the Callum Brae homestead. Through the laneway to West
Jerrabomberra grasslands and traverse open grasslands to West
Jerrabomberra. Lunch on hilltop near boundaries of Mugga Tip and
Mugga Quarry. Return by similar outwards route though taking direct
route from laneway back to cars. Walk is mostly on vehicle tracks,
usually lots of birdlife, kangaroos as well as interesting trees and
other flora.
NPA ACT art week @ Gudgenby Cottage
Members of NPA ACT are invited to join for a day, overnight, or several
days to explore Gudgenby Valley through painting, photography,
drawing, writing or other artistic endeavours. Come out for the day and
picnic with inspiration. For further information, registration and
accommodation bookings contact the leader early.
Joint NPA / BBC / CBC activity
Details are emailed to those on the Wednesday walks email list.
Otherwise contact the leader.
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Leader: Doug Brown
Contact: 6247 0239 or
kambalda@tpg.com.au

Drive: 116 km, $48 per car.
Map: Tinderry 1:25,000
Grading: 2A/D/E
Leader: Philip Gatenby
Contact: 0401 415 446 or
philip.gatenby@gmail.com

Map: Corang 1:25,000
Grading: 3 A/D
Leader: Mike S
Contact: 0412 179 907

Leader: Jan Morgan
Contact:
npa60thinfo@gmail.com

Drive: 74 km, $30 per car.
Leader: Martin Chalk
Contact: 6292 3502
or 0411 161 056

Map: Canberra & Tuggeranong
1:25,000
Grading: 2 A/B
Leader: Mike S
Contact: 0412 179 907

Leaders: Adrienne Nicholson
and Hazel Rath
Contact: 6281 6381
or 0418 215 461
Leader: Steven Forst
Contact: 0428195236 or
steven.forst@iinet.net.au
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NPA outings program September – December 2020 (page 4 of 4)
1 November
Sunday walk

Apollo Rock, Sundial Rock
From Apollo Road, we ascend steeply off-track to Apollo Rock with an
exciting scramble in a cave to the summit. From here we go off-track
along an undulating ridge before descending to Sundial Rock. We then
return to the cars along footpads, fire trail, and road. Although a short
walk, one should be an experienced off-track and scrambling walker. To
come on the walk participants must register with the leader. There will be
a limit of 10 on this walk and participants will need to take their own cars.
About 8.5 km and 600 m height gain. Meet at Namadgi Visitor Centre at
8:30 am.

Drive: 75 km return.
Grading: 1/A/B/C/D/E
Map: Corin Dam 1:25,000
Leader: Barrie R
Contact:
brdr001@bigpond.net.au

8 November
Sunday walk

Guided nature walk – Southern Tablelands Ecosystem Park
Did you know that of the 100 forests at the National Arboretum there is
only one with more than a single species of special tree growing there? On
this gentle and family-friendly 1.5–2 hour walk, we will learn about the 16
species of eucalypts and many understorey shrubs, herbs and grasses that
celebrate the diversity of native flora typical of the Southern Tablelands
region of NSW–ACT. Our hosts/guides will be the highly knowledgeable
carers of this often-missed forest located only a stone’s throw from the
Village Centre. Join us for a simple morning tea after the walk.

Leader: STEP community
group. Places are limited
and bookings required.
Contact:
npa60thinfo@gmail.com

14 November
Saturday work
party

Gudgenby Bush Regeneration Group
Hopefully, we will have restarted our bush regeneration work in the
Gudgenby Valley and car pooling will be available for the journey there.
Details of the activity to be undertaken will appear in updates on the
website. Tools provided.
Contact the leader to register and get the meeting place and time.

15 November
Sunday walk

Horse Gully Hut
A walk along the Naas Valley from the Mount Clear campground, mainly
following the fire trail. There are several creek crossings to cool our feet
along the way before we reach the picturesque surrounds of Horse Gully
Hut for lunch. A wander back along the Naas to the cars in the afternoon.
Contact the leader to register and get the meeting place and time.

Drive: 160 km, $64 per car.
Map: Colinton 1:25,000
Grading: 2 A/B
Leader: Steven Forst
Contact: 0428 195 236 or
steven.forst@iinet.net.au

25 November
Wednesday
walk

Joint NPA / BBC / CBC activity
Details are emailed to those on the Wednesday walks email list. Otherwise
contact the leader.

Leader: Barrie R
Contact:
brdr001@bigpond.net.au

28 November
Saturday work
party

Piccadilly Arboretum – pine wilding removal
We last visited this site in May 2014. This work party will continue the task
of searching for and removing pine wildings. Loppers and folding saws will
be provided but suggest you bring work gloves and bush saw. Work party
will be subject to good weather. Meet at Dillon Close, Weston (across
Namatjira Drive from McDonald’s) at 8:15 am.

Drive: 78 km, $32 per car.
Leader: Brian Slee
Contact: 6281 0719 or
brianslee@iprimus.com.au

5-8 December
Pack walk

Snowy Mountains
The High Country in early summer, clear mountain streams, hopefully
wildflowers and great views. The walk will go from Munyang to Schlink
Hilton Hut, Mawsons Hut, Kerries Ridge, Gungartan Peak, back down to
Schlink Hilton, Whites River Hut, Munyang. Camping at Schlink, Mawsons
and Whites River huts. Above dates might change by a day or two to avoid
bad weather.
Limit of 8. Contact the leader to register by 30 November.

12 December
Saturday
work and
Christmas
party

Gudgenby Bush Regeneration Group
Hopefully, we will have restarted our bush regeneration work in the
Gudgenby Valley and car pooling will be available for the journey there.
Details of the activity to be undertaken will appear in updates on the
website. Tools provided.
The work party will be followed by the GBRG Christmas Party (location to
be confirmed). Please bring something to share for lunch.
Contact the leader to register and get the meeting place and time.

13 December
Sunday

NPA Christmas party
See announcement on page 30. Please check the website for more
details closer to the date.
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Leader: Doug Brown
Contact: 6247 0239 or
kambalda@tpg.com.au

Drive: 445 km, $180 per car.
Maps: Geehi and Jagungal
1:25,000
Grading: 4/A/C/D/F
Leader: Barrie R
Contact:
brdr001@bigpond.net.au

Leader: Doug Brown
Contact: 6247 0239 or
kambalda@tpg.com.au

Contact a committee
member if you need a lift

Bushwalk reports

Wanniassa Hills
Date: 17 November 2019
Participants: Brian Slee (leader), Riley Baird,
Michaela Popham, Terrylea Reynolds.
Weather: Warm, sunny, occasional breeze.
Walks on Isaacs Ridge have lacked a good
destination since access to Mount Mugga
Mugga became more restricted in 2017. So
this outing in Canberra Nature Park started
further south, in Farrer, and after heading up
Mount Wanniassa, descended to Macarthur Hill
in Fadden before circling back via the southern
end of Isaacs Ridge. With outstanding views,
no roads to cross and no ugly communications
towers, it is a better walk.
We set out at 9:30 am from the Parks and
Conservation Athllon Drive Depot with a
welcome young newcomer, Riley. Following
tracks east to Erindale Drive underpass, there
were daisies and helichrysums to see in a
stretch otherwise dominated by St John’s Wort
and briars. The usually prolific roos were just
here and there.
Once away from the road verge, cluttered with
rubbish, things improved and we climbed
steeply toward Mount Wanniassa (809 m). Few
walkers had been spotted but a local was happy
to chat while we had a break under the
traditional trig and she completed her
stretches. For a peak that is not all that obvious
from below, it provides a panoramic outlook.
Michaela led us north for a while before
turning south, descending into Fadden and
stopping on the way to spy on a pair of
Sulphur-cresteds exiting a roomy tree hollow.
Kurrajongs are common in the area, more so

Cockatoo hotel. Photo by Brian Slee

once we were past Karralika rehab centre and ascending rocky
Macarthur Hill. Lunch was under a shady gum at 11:50 am,
accompanied by a show-and-tell of gismos and gadgets. Terrylea’s
Garmin Inreach Mini Satellite Communicator (whew) stole the limelight.
About 12:30 pm we retraced our steps past Karralika before curving
around Jackie Howe Crescent, Macarthur, to connect with Canberra
Centenary (CC) Trail. This was half a km east of the route three of us
had followed on a recce last Anzac Day. That track had taken us through
uniquely beautiful stands of
Yellow Box but the CC, as it
headed north, offered nothing
much more than a view of The
Dump.
Nevertheless, the CC did lead
us under busy Long Gully
Road and onto the derelict
remains of that road going
west. Pyracantha crowds out
natives so it was strangely
relieving to divert through
Isaacs Pines. From there it
was back under Erindale
Drive, into Farrer (a pair of
cyclists stepped effortlessly
over the barrier gate, showing
the value of lightweight
carbon fibre bikes) and back
to the cars, arriving 2:15 pm.
10.5 km.
Afternoon tea was at
Continental Bakery, Mawson;
all finished by 3 pm. A walk
(staying west of the CC) that
is worth repeating.

SOcky EverlasOng, Xerochrysum viscosum. Photo by Michaela Popham
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Callum Brae Nature Reserve
Date: 9 March 2020
Participants: Brian Slee (leader), Peter and Marilyn Anderson-Smith,
John Brickhill, Isobel Crawford, Marlene Eggert, Max Lawrence, Barry
Reville, Terrylea Reynold, Deidre Shaw, Annette and Mike Smith.
Weather: Cloudy, cool.
When Canberra Times journalist, Tim the Yowie Man, posted a photo of
a Superb Parrot mural in his weekly ‘Where in Canberra?’ column in
February 2020, the usually keenly contested prize for identifying its
location as Callum Brae Nature Reserve was not won: a rare miss in 10
years. Outside of local ornithologists, why is it little known? Probably
because it is kinda hidden away from Mugga Lane by a derelict zoo,
Boral quarry and a line of fence.
Nevertheless, this little reserve in Symonston has some marvellously
ancient eucalypts. After gathering at the Narrabundah Lane entrance at
9 am, we ventured off-track up toward Mount Mugga Mugga, on the
way passing many fine Yellow Boxes, as full of character as Perisher
Snow Gums. Numerous 1080 traps were due to be baited for rabbits.
The sky was gloomy but the closer we got to the trio of Mugga Lane
powder magazines, the more panoramic the views back to the airport
became.

Superb Parrot mural. Photo by Brian Slee

The mural referred to above is among eleven
displaying native birds, animals and flora, with
startling reality, on two Icon Water
installations, down a track from where we
were. Once there we dallied taking photos but
had to push on as we were late for a meeting
with farmers Peter and Jennifer Ipkendanz of
Callum Brae, the rural property from which
Callum Brae Woodland and Jerrabomberra
West Grassland Reserves were excised
in 2003.
Originally a soldier settler block carved
out of Duntroon and first settled in
1920, Callum Brae has been reduced to
150 hectares but still operates as a
producer of fine wool. Its paddocks
extend to the Monaro Highway. The tiny
original dwelling has been enlarged and
is surrounded by other dwellings and
sheds, which are heritage listed. All sit
on a platform with lovely views through
lofty eucalypts and rolling native
grasslands.

Callum Brae c. 1933. Photo provided by MaQ Ipkendanz

While it is remarkable that a merino
sheep property exists so close to
Canberra, it is the quality of its
buildings and contents which leave one
short on superlatives: living heritage of
the highest standard. An example is a
storage shed, the outer walls of which
are uniquely constructed from steel
drums rolled flat after their bitumen
contents were used to seal the Monaro
Highway. Roof sprinklers protect most
buildings from the ever-present threat
of bushfires.
After departing the property, we had
morning tea at 11:30 am and decided
to leave Jerrabomberra Grasslands and
Barron Woodland to another outing. We
took the shortcut back to the cars,
hovered over by Wedge-tailed Eagles,
and arrived about noon. Total walk
5 km. Some of the group repaired to
Portrait Café, Parkes, for a pumpkininfested lunch.
Many thanks to Matthew Ipkendanz for
initially contacting me and to Peter and
Jennifer for their generous welcome.
Callum Brae deserves to become a
regular NPA outing.

Callum Brae shed constructed from ﬁre damaged iron. Photo by Brian Slee
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The Lower Molonglo
Date: Tuesday, 30 June 2020
Participants: Philip Gatenby (leader), Jan
Gatenby, Terrylea Reynolds, Mike Smith.
Weather: Foggy then cool and sunny, light
wind.
Lower Molonglo Nature Reserve covers an
area either side of the Molonglo River
stretching from about 3 km downstream of
Coppins Crossing to the river’s mouth north
of the sewage treatment works. Mostly the
reserve is less than 500 m wide, protecting
only the river banks and immediately
adjacent areas. It adjoins two other
reserves – Kama in the east and Woodstock
in the west. The latter includes the wellknown Shepherds Lookout and extends from
the Lower Molonglo on either side of the
Murrumbidgee north to NSW. There’s not
much information on the Lower Molonglo on
official websites although I recall reading
somewhere that the reserve is about
600 ha. Before COVID-19, Jan and I knew
very little about this area but the lockdown
gave us an opportunity for extensive
exploration and provided the background for
putting this walk on the program.
On the day in question, the morning’s sunny
weather was replaced by fog by the time we
got to the start of the walk, a gate with a
hole in it between the Shepherds Lookout
car park and the sewage treatment works.
From here we walked 700 m up the road to
the car park, then out to Shepherds
Lookout. The view was like the inside of a
cloud, which I guess is what it was. Trees
beside the track to the lookout sported an
array of nest boxes, some the size of a
medium fridge. Descending towards the
Molonglo, passing the intermittently
malodorous sewerage works, we left the
track at the bottom of the hill in search of
the Molonglo’s mouth through the aptly
named Cobblers Pegs (Bidens pilosa) which
seemed to stick to everything it came in
contact with. Mist was lifting at the mouth
and all but gone once we’d crossed the
Molonglo on a footbridge, a little upstream,
which links Shepherds Lookout with Uriarra
Crossing. Now we were on the true left bank
and continuing upstream in an impressive
stand of Casuarina cunninghamiana. The
blackberry infested frothy outlet from the

Molonglo mouth. All photos by Philip Gatenby

sewerage works was opposite. Two large fig trees have taken root near the
outlet. There was some speculation as to how they got there. Wary euro
loped on the bank above us.
Staying as close to the river as possible while walking upstream was the
plan. It would have been easier to climb higher up the river bank, which is
mostly grassland, but this would have meant bypassing many of the river’s
highlights. The area which is now nature reserve used to be farmland and a
few old fences run at right angles to the river and must be crossed.
Further upstream of the sewerage works outlet the Molonglo winds below
a number of cliffs, more pronounced and in places impassable on the true
right bank. Their culmination is a small gorge which can be traversed only
on the true left bank of the river, near the water level. A good spot for
lunch. But the left bank was not without its cliffs: a blue and red ‘mural’
adorned one we negotiated. Once through the gorge we roamed further
upstream, crossing at rapids near the site of an eagle’s nest. The river was
up a bit compared with previous trips so we all got wet feet. Now back on
the river’s northern (true right) bank it was a steep climb to a 4wd track
which runs beside the perimeter fence of the nature reserve. It led northwestwards to the gate, about 2 km away, where we’d left our cars.
The lower part of the Molonglo River is well worth a visit. Its cliffs and
rapids rival the beauty of the better known Molonglo Gorge. Access,
however, is limited because much of the surrounding land is private
property. Entrance is possible to the western part from Shepherds Lookout
and the gate where we parked, while the eastern end access is through
Kama Nature Reserve or by walking downstream from Coppins Crossing.
Cliﬀs beside the Molonglo

Philip Gatenby

Small gorge
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O’Malley Pond, Davidson Hill
Date: 7 June 2020
Participants: Brian Slee (leader), Mike Bremers, Marlene Eggert, Sonja
Lenz, Kevin McCue, Margaret Power, Annette and Mike Smith.
Weather: Cloudy, cool.
After 3 months of pandemic lockdown, with isolation, closures and
regulations, NPA’s outings program resumed with a modest ‘Walking for
Pleasure’ excursion in near-city bushland. I had envisaged a sparkling
morning with a clear view from atop Red Hill to snow on Gingera but in
reality the scenery was not brightly lit. However, there were a few gems
to be discovered at lower levels, in out-of-the-way places.
One was O’Malley Pond. We had departed Curtin shops at 9 am and
after making our way along Hughes ridge, climbed steadily through
Canberra Nature Park around Federal Golf Course, stopping to chat to a
pair of volunteers dedicated to eradicating a large ivy infestation. We
scattered kangaroos before finally reaching the clubhouse road. This we
followed for a while, then continued south on the track around Garran to
Hindmarsh Drive. We crossed it without drama and immediately
descended to the aforesaid pond (near Wallangara Street, but absent
from most maps).
The walk had been scheduled to start with coffee at Redbrick in Curtin.
However, café seating was stacked away due to the pandemic so the
break was delayed until the pond. I had made a choc mint slice so we
got stuck into that first. The large pond has a fine setting, the reeds
having thrived; the ostentatious houses could only be glimpsed through
the trees. Strangely, water birds avoid the pond. Mike Smith reports a
second impoundment further up the glen but that awaits another walk.
It was 11 am. I had under-estimated the distance so we set off up the
bushland slope of Mugga Mugga at a faster pace; fortunately, the
summit is fenced off and not worth visiting, but the area has
magnificent eucalypts. Near the crest of Hindmarsh we crossed back
into Red Hill and climbed the open ridge to Davidson Trig. Dog
exercisers promenaded along the top.
Coffee ‘n Beans on Red Hill was yet to reopen so we retreated to
clubhouse road and descended via the Deakin reservoirs, scrambling
down to Hampden Place. Here, behind the Telstra building, Icon Water
installations have been turned over to the same artist (Geoff Filmer?)
who decorated their Callum Brae buildings with native flora and fauna.

Top: Icon Water installaOon, Deakin
Below: Timor Leste Embassy. Both photos by Brian Slee

Given a larger setting, the spray can wielder
has created eye-catching murals, the GangGangs being a standout.
On the final stretch back to Curtin we walked
through Deakin High to Beale Crescent, a
street familiar only to diplomats and tour bus
drivers. Lined with small embassies and high
commissions, they represent exotics like
Brunei, Mauritius, Solomon Islands,
Afghanistan, and Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Timor Leste stars.
At 12:30 pm, after 14 km, it was finally time
for coffee, but from My Gourmet Delight in the
little park outside Canberra Historical Society.
Good to be back outdoors among familiar
faces.
Brian Slee

Morning tea at O'Malley Pond. Photo by Mike Bremers
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The Great Western Woodlands to the east of Norseman WA.
All Photos by Mike Bremers

A visit to the Great Western Woodlands
In early March this year I left Canberra for a
car trip through Western and South Australia.
Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic
started to have its effect on Australia during
this time and the planned 8-week trip was
reduced to two-and-a-half weeks. I drove
8,000 km and spent 4 days in Perth.
Highlights of the trip were the Great Western
Woodlands in Western Australia and their
equivalent in South Australia just to the east
of the Nullarbor Plain. I enjoyed a few nights
camped in roadside rest areas along the Eyre
Highway among the woodlands. The
accompanying photos show their beauty. If
travelling along the Eyre Highway to Western
Australia I recommend that you allow time to
enjoy these special places.
The following description is from Wikipedia:

The Great Western Woodlands is the largest
and healthiest temperate (Mediterranean
climate) woodland remaining on Earth. Located
in the southwest of Australia, the woodlands
cover almost 16,000,000 hectares (40,000,000
acres), a region larger in size than England and
Wales. The boundary of the Great Western

Woodlands runs from the Nullarbor Plain in the east to the Western Australian
Wheatbelt in the west; from north of Esperance through to the inland mulga
country and deserts that are found north of Kalgoorlie.
The Great Western Woodlands region is part of one of the world's "global
biodiversity hotspots", the South West Western Australia Floristic Province, with
new species of flora and fauna still being discovered. Current research shows
there is close to 3,500 plant species found in the Great Western Woodlands
region; as many as half of these species are endemic to Southwest Australia. The
region is also home to at least 49 species of mammals, 14 species of frogs, 138
species of reptiles and 215 species of birds.
The extraordinary natural values of the Great Western Woodlands make the area
a place of continental and global significance. Beyond this region's high rates of
biodiversity, scientists have also established that the Great Western Woodlands
region contains 950 million tonnes of carbon stored in the vegetation and soil.
The Great Western Woodlands is vulnerable to a number of threats including
fire, feral animals, noxious weeds and fragmentation caused by ad hoc
development.
Mike Bremers
Pleasant Rest Stop midway between Balladonia and Norseman WA

About 20 km west of 222 km Peg Rest Stop, the Eyre Highway
reaches the Nullarbor Plain. The transiOon is stark.
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Miles Franklin’s lament for our ‘wonder continent’
While researching for an article about feral horses in the High Country,
I happened on the following words from our esteemed regional historian
Matthew Higgins, recorded at a National Library of Australia conference,
‘Writing the Australian Landscape’, in 2013.

One writer who knew this high country was Miles Franklin. We are well
aware of her mountain youth, but less well known is that she revisited the
Brindabella Range as an adult and author. She was related to Jack Maxwell,
who from the late 1920s as the Upper Cotter catchment ranger led annual
brumby running forays on those steep and timbered slopes. Miles joined in
on these trips, riding, camping out with the gang, and recording her
observations in a little notebook. Her experiences in that mountain place,
together with the mountain culture and its stories that she absorbed when
young, shine through in her novel All that swagger, winner of the SH Prior
Memorial Prize in 1936, and for me and many other readers one of her best
books.
How could I resist that recommendation? To the library I went, only to
find, astonishingly, that the sole copy of All that swagger in the ACT
library system is held in its heritage section in Fyshwick and cannot
leave the premises. What a way to treat a local hero. Amazon provided
a copy for my Kindle, but it is obviously a scan of a printed copy and has
many silly ‘typos’. Shame.
Pressing on, however: All that swagger is indeed a great read,
recounting in exquisite detail, with humour and pathos, the trials and
tribulations, and there were plenty of them, of the early European
settlers of our region. The following paragraphs from Chapter 13
particularly struck me. Franklin is writing about circumstances in the
latter part of the eighteenth century.

The Australian Alps came near to be populated in the decades succeeding
the gold-rushes, Not only were there squatters, selectors and fossickers.
Horse shooters were present to do away with thousands of horses.
(Horsehair furniture was fashionable, to tickle the bare legs of children.)
There were kangaroo shooters and those who slaughtered the lyre-bird. The
mountains were alive with these fairy creatures. American gold-seekers of
the ’fifties remained to fossick through the ’sixties, and saw the trade in their
tails.

No one thought of conserving anything. Men
worked to the limit, grunting with effort,
Women bore children without restraint and
thought it God’s will. When jellied, fly-blown
human backs had the sanction of society, there
was no tenderness towards animals, no artistic
and scientific realisation that in Australia’s living
unique flora, fauna and avifauna were
masterpieces beyond anything she can ever
contribute to museums and galleries. Here was
a wonder continent, a vast garden of Eden free
from sin and disease, left intact by the
aborigines. The aim was to rifle it, exploit it in
greedy haste. People unable to project
themselves beyond the ancient soul-case
wrought for them by the inspired members of
their race through a hundred generations in
Europe were driven by their immediate needs
to uproot Australia, to tame it into a semblance
of familiar fields and towns. And there was
abundance for all. Fire the forests, destroy
them, man was merely as an ant against them.
Millions of square miles of the stateliest trees in
creation remained. Exterminate Menorah for his
tail regardless of his magic powers of mimicry.
Snare and trap the possums, the kangaroos and
all the marsupial tribes, droves of them still
appeared. Nemesis was not in that generation,
nor the next.
It was not until perhaps the mid twentieth
century that the environmental movement
became a truly significant force working to
save what remains of our natural wonders.
The battle continues, against the usual
suspects. There are wins and losses but,
depressingly, it seems that, as the French say
so eloquently, plus ça change, plus c’est la
même chose.
Ed Highley
Feral horses on the Ramshead Range, Kosciuszko NaOonal
Park, high up in the High Country.
Photo by Mike Bremers
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High Country calls: a commentary on the presence of feral horses

A ﬁeld of Billy BuQons near Watsons Crags in Kosciuszko NaOonal Park. Photo by Mike Bremers

Aboriginal people visited and occupied the High Country of south-eastern Australia regularly for thousands of years,
living in harmony with the land and leaving little trace. Their main activity was a summer one: socialising, and harvesting
and feasting on the Bogong Moths that, in spring, fly in to aestivate in mountain caves and rock crevices.

Call for grazing
It was not very long after European settlement
that the first stock animals – cattle and sheep –
began to be grazed in the High Country. By the
late 1830s, all the main pastoral runs on both
sides of the Alps were occupied. As the century
progressed, summer grazing of sheep and cattle,
with burning of the vegetation to promote fresh
growth, became well-established practices. It was
formalised in 1889 by the NSW Department of
Lands, with the introduction of a snow lease
system of land tenure. Inevitably, the grazing had
costs to the natural environment: the broader
landscape suffered from soil erosion; the health of
the unique alpine flora, which had attracted study
by three of the greatest botanists of the time –
Ferdinand Mueller, George Bentham and William
Hooker – was threatened. In 1898, NSW
Government Botanist Joseph Maiden, warned of
these burgeoning problems, but grazing continued
to take precedence.

when an article in The Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General
Advertiser accorded it ‘the connotation of an inferior or worthless
animal’, adding that the ‘culling of feral horses as a pest soon
became known as Brumby shooting’. At around the same time, feral
horses were also seen as a problem on the Cooleman Plain, now
part of Kosciuszko National Park. Historian Matthew Higgins studied
the diaries of grazier George de Salis (1851–1931), held by the
National Library of Australia. He notes: ‘Wild horses, especially up at
Cooleman Plain, figure in the diaries. In large numbers they were
pests which George and others shot ruthlessly’.1
Returning to the poem, we could note that, whether or not ‘the colt
from Old Regret’ was recaptured, the heroic horseman rounded-up
the whole mob.

And he ran them single-handed till their sides were white with foam.
He followed like a bloodhound on their track,
Till they halted cowed and beaten, then he turned their heads for home,
And alone and unassisted brought them back.
But that was only that mob.
Club Lake, Kosciuszko NaOonal Park. Photo by Mike Bremers

As well as cattle and sheep, horses arrived in the
mountains, the trusty steeds of stockmen.
Inevitably, there were escapees: they found a
good and fecund life at lower elevations of the
High Country and their numbers grew. Their
existence came to wide community attention with
the publication in 1890 of A.B. (‘Banjo’) Paterson’s
celebrated poem ‘The Man from Snowy River’,
which tells the tale of the ride to recapture a
valued colt that had been seduced by the ‘wild
bush horses’, which became, poetically, ‘brumbies’,
though Paterson himself did not use the term in
his poem.
The origins of the word ‘brumby’ are unclear, but
its first recorded use in print comes from 1871
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Paterson loved horses and hated to see them killed, but he was a
pragmatist. In a talk about wild horses he gave in 1930, he noted that
during the 1800s they had become a plague in some ‘rough country
stations’ and, when rounded up, would be shot ‘just like vermin’. He
opines: ‘It seems a terrible thing to us nowadays to think of shooting
horses wholesale … but it had to be done for, if they didn’t get rid of the
horses, the horses would get rid of them’.

Call for water
The next big issue in the High Country story was its value as a water
catchment, a factor that became pre-eminent and has remained so right
up to the present day. Following the construction in the 1920s of the
Hume Weir (now the Hume Dam), which collected water from the
western slopes of Kosciuszko for use in irrigated agriculture, it became
clear that soil erosion demanded catchment remediation. Three decades
later, the Snowy Mountains Scheme, on which work began in 1948,
faced the same problem. The NSW Soil Conservation Service,
established in 1938, was busy in the 1950s and early 1960s, up past
Blue Lake in Kosciuszko, stabilising the soil on the eastern side of
Carruthers Peak, to prevent much of it sliding into the Snowy River and
silting Guthega Dam, which was completed in 1955. The dam and its
associated power station were the first operational structures of the
Snowy Scheme. In addition to electricity, they produced valuable PR for
the scheme’s authority when there was still some community scepticism
about the value of the whole endeavour. Perversely, construction
activities of the scheme itself caused significant erosion and landscape
damage, some of which proved impossible to fully remediate.
A summer show near Guthega, Kosciuszko NaOonal Park. Photo by Ed Highley
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Call for conservation
Meantime, by 1958 livestock grazing had been
withdrawn from all areas above 1,370 m of
what was then the Kosciusko State Park. It
was declared a national park in 1967, following
which grazing in all areas was banned in 1969.
Thus it was that the authors of Kosciusko
Alpine Flora2 published in 1979, were able to
write that, through natural recovery and
remediation ‘many alpine species which
became rare during the period of grazing and
burning are now making a spectacular

The Anenome BuQercup, unique to alpine Kosciuszko, was a
threatened species during the Ome of High Country grazing. It
has made a strong recovery since domesOc livestock were
banned. Photo by Brian Slee
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recovery, with a massed flowering in summer
which is surpassed in few other parts of the
world’.
They added a cautionary note, however:
‘Although grazing, burning and hydroelectric
works no longer threaten the Kosciusko alpine
area, new problems are arising’. Feral horses
were not listed among those problems
because, at that time, they had not been seen
as encroaching on the highest parts of the
park.
It’s now a different story. A recent fact sheet
from the Reclaim Kosci campaign, a broad
coalition of individuals and groups determined
to see action to humanely reduce the number
of feral horses in Kosciuszko National Park,
notes: ‘Horse herds move annually into the
main range during spring and summer and
they have also been seen on the alpine
plateaus’. If the damage caused by feral
horses in subalpine parts of the park is
replicated in the highest country, the gains of
the past there will be lost. And there are two
big new factors affecting the whole of the park
– climate change and Snowy Hydro 2.0 – the
latter, like its precursor, certain to leave scars
on the landscape.

Call to arms
The presence of feral horses in the High
Country is a burning issue. In Victoria, a bitter
battle between those who wanted to keep feral
horses in the state’s alpine areas and those
who wanted them removed, came to a head in
the early part of 2020. The former were
insisting that the horses should be left alone
because they were part of our national

heritage and had little effect on the landscape and natural environment;
the latter, on the other hand, provided ample scientific evidence that the
horses caused untold damage to alpine ecosystems and the
environmental and socioeconomic benefits they provided. In May 2020,
it was good news for groups supporting that view, when the Federal
Court determined that Parks Victoria was obliged to manage feral
animals in its parks; in other words, its plan to reduce the number of
wild horses could proceed. Quickly thereafter, however, the ‘heritagers’
took out an injunction against the court’s decision and the legal fight
went to the Supreme Court of Victoria, which subsequently upheld the
earlier decision of the lower court. But still the battle is not over: feral
horse supporters are taking the matter to the High Court.
The presence of feral horses in Kosciuszko National Park (KNP) is the
cause of similar conflict between groups in NSW and, because KNP
abuts the ACT’s Namadgi National Park, the matter should also be one
of concern to the people of Canberra and surrounds. The promulgation
by the NSW Government of the Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Act
2018, strongly supported by protagonists whose interests in the park are
primarily commercial, accords a low priority to protection of the natural
environment, the object of the Act being ‘to recognise the heritage value
of sustainable wild horse populations within parts of Kosciuszko National
Park and to protect that heritage’. One wonders what is meant by
‘sustainable’ here. There were estimated to be more than 19,000 feral
horses in KNP in 2019, up from around 6,000 only 5 years ago, an
annual population increase of over 20 per cent. The numbers for the
whole alpine region are 25,000 and 9,000. ‘Population explosion’ is
surely an appropriate descriptor. Understand too, that these animals are
there all year round, not just spring and summer. It is a glaring anomaly
that managed cattle and sheep were banished from the park 50 years
ago because of the damage caused by their grazing, while unmanaged
herds of feral horses graze, roam free and multiply. The Reclaim Kosci
slogan ‘It’s a park, not a paddock’ puts the paradox nicely.
Reclaim Kosci’s case was further supported in July 2020 when the NSW
Land and Environment Court ruled that the urgent, post-bushfire
removal of feral horses from fragile conservation areas in the northern
part of KNP could proceed, overturning an earlier injunction taken out by
a group supporting their protection.
One of the many, once discrete free-ﬂowing streams in subalpine Kosciuszko NaOonal Park that
feral horses have pulverised to dysfuncOonality. Photo by Esther Gallant
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Call for support

On a cold and foggy day, high up in Namadgi NaOonal Park, a hands-on demonstraOon of the
water-holding capacity of sphagnum moss is provided to ﬁeld trippers by park manager BreQ
McNamara (oﬀ-camera at leV). Photo Di Thompson

Call to Canberrans
There is ample evidence – research, photographic, anecdotal – of the
damage that feral horses are inflicting on the natural environment and
ecological values of KNP. Don Driscoll, a professor of ecology at Deakin
University, has an online site3 providing extensive and graphic detail of
the damage caused by feral horses. He also chronicles the long and
ongoing campaign to halt the damage. For the moment, however, the
depredations continue to increase, not just because of the rising
population of horses but also as an outcome of the recurrent bushfires
that, at least temporarily reduce the feed available, thereby causing
even more severe overgrazing and forcing mobs to extend their range in
search of food. Their current range in northern KNP takes them right to
the NSW–ACT border, which is also the western edge of the ACT’s
Namadgi National Park. For all the same reasons as have affected
Kosciuszko, such an incursion would cause environmental damage with
effects extending beyond Namadgi.
According to the feral horse management plan implemented by the ACT
Government in 2007:

Namadgi National Park has been generally free of feral horses since 1987,
however, since 2001 small groups of horses have been entering the Park
from neighbouring areas of Kosciuszko National Park. Attempts to prevent
these incursions into Namadgi using barrier fences have been unsuccessful.
… Although only a few (15–20) horses are involved they have already
caused damage to sub-alpine vegetation. If the current small feral horse
population in Namadgi is permitted to grow and expand its range there will
be increasing damage to sensitive ecosystems with deleterious impacts on
biodiversity and the water catchment.
The mountains and valleys of Namadgi are the catchment for the
reliable supply of high-quality water enjoyed by the half-a-million people
who live in the Canberra–Queanbeyan region. Considering that the most
serious damage imposed on the natural environment by horses is that
to watercourses, streambanks, marshes and other hydrological features
of the landscape, the overall effects will be to disrupt natural flows and
storage, and increase sediment loads. From this it can be gauged that, if
strong action is not taken to reduce feral horse numbers in adjacent
NSW, we may be on the brink of a huge problem with socioeconomic as
well as environmental implications. Moreover, the effects of feral horses
on our water catchment would compound those of climate change and
bushfires, which are already testing park managers. During the 2019–
20 summer the second savage fire this century swept through Namadgi,
causing enormous damage to the alpine mossy bogs4 that act like
sponges, storing water in the hydrological system. They are now again
subject to intense remediation measures by the ACT Parks &
Conservation Service: it is alarming to contemplate the extra threat that
feral horses pose to their functionality.
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The latest battles to reduce feral horse
numbers in the Victorian Alps and KNP are but
two episodes in the war to protect our national
parks, and the wider natural environment, from
invasive animals and plants, commercial
overdevelopment and damage to the
ecosystem services that, in the end, we all
depend on. While many of our elected
representatives may agree we have a problem,
they are subject to many pressures, so holding
their attention is difficult, and they are soon
liable to fall back to ‘economic issues’. They fail
to comprehend that, in the end, all these
matters, like silting dams, non-productive
landscapes and degraded streams and rivers
are or will sooner or later become ‘economic’ –
and science is repeatedly telling us that ‘later’
may be ‘too late’.
The national parks and nature reserves of the
south-eastern Australian High Country together
make up less than 1 per cent of the total land
mass of the nation. Surely we can afford to
protect the unique aesthetic, scientific and
socioeconomic values of so small an area of our
country? More certainly, we cannot afford not
to: almost 30 per cent of the average annual
flows in the Murray–Darling Basin comes from
the High Country, and what we would lose due
to the punishing effects of feral horses would
be gone forever. If you share this view, you
could join or contribute to one of the many
brigades of the environmental army working to
protect our natural environment and to keep
the big issues in front of mind of politicians and
government. They’re recruiting now and you
will be welcomed. The following are major
players:
Reclaim Kosci –
reclaimkosci.org.au
Invasive Species Council –
invasives.org.au
National Parks Association of the ACT –
npaact.org.au
National Parks Association of NSW –
npansw.org.au
Victorian National Parks Association –
vnpa.org.au
The Colong Foundation for Wilderness –
colongwilderness.org.au

References:
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life’, Canberra Times, 20 June 2020.
2 Costin, A.B., Gray, M., Totterdell, C.J. and
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3 https://dondriscoll.files.wordpress.com/
2020/07/driscoll-feral-horses-2-july-2020deakin-for-posting.pdf
4 McNamara, B. ‘Nature’s sponge …’, NPA
Bulletin 57(2), 12 (June 2020).
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PARKWATCH July 2020

significant sites were discovered. Aboriginal elders were
consulted and aided to visit and reconnect with their ancient
and remote sites.

Regrow Rewild update

Since the demise of the WRAP (due to funding constraints)
work has gone on undaunted – searching, logging and
reporting on Aboriginal art sites in Wollemi. The work is
painstakingly slow and must be meticulous. Trips range
from simple car-based day trips to full pack week long
exploratory level bushwalks. All sites found are reported to
the Department of Environment and Heritage AHIMS Unit
and the information is not shared elsewhere. From the
AHIMS unit Aboriginal groups with interest in these sites
have full access to the information. To date most of the
recently located sites remain to be visited by contemporary
cultural custodians or by archaeologists.

We have been busy in the planning stages of Regrow
Rewild. The main objectives of the project will be
to examine a state-wide selection of fire refugia to
document the extent to which they are functioning as
‘biodiversity arks’. These sites are important as they offer
the best hope for the survival of the many species that have
been pushed to the edge of extinction by the 2019/20
bushfires. Project sites will be in bushfire affected areas
across the NSW protected area network. More than a third
of that network and around two thirds of the reserves
between the coast and Great Dividing Range were impacted
by the fires.
We plan to collaborate extensively with our branches to
determine project sites across the state, bringing together
advice from the ‘Wildlife and threatened species bushfire
recovery Expert Panel’ on post-fire priority species and the
deep local knowledge of our branch members. We
will conduct on ground assessments of sites, and through
vegetation and fauna surveys we will monitor both native
and weed/pest species that threaten the recovery process
to inform management efforts in these areas. Our survey
methods are being carefully selected to ensure that they’re
amenable to accurate identification and quantification by
citizen scientists. The data collected by our members and
volunteers will be made available to the research
community through citizen science databases.
This will offer practical measures for our members and their
communities to mitigate the environmental damage
inflicted by the fires, drawing upon our citizen science
capabilities to survey sites, habitats and species placed at
risk by the fires.
The next step of the project is collaborating with branches
to determine project sites – in time for the progressive
reopening of the state’s national parks after bushfire threats
and the loosening of public gathering restrictions.
Nature NSW Online – Winter 2020

Wollemi National Park’s hidden cultural
treasures
Australia’s Aboriginal rock art is of World Heritage
significance. Many people are familiar with the spectacular
rock art of Northern Australia. It is a lesser known fact that
similar treasures lay on the doorstep of Sydney’s large
population centres. Wollemi National Park consists of 5,000
square kilometres of rugged and difficult to access,
trackless terrain. It is rich in Aboriginal art and other
cultural sites. Many of these sites have only recently been
re-discovered. Many more remain in obscurity, lost to
knowledge (waiting to be found) due to the forced cultural
disconnection of the Aboriginal custodians and protected by
the rugged wilderness.
Some sites around the fringes of Wollemi have been known
to white people for some time as they are close to access
roads. Many more have been ‘chance discoveries’ by
bushwalkers in more remote regions of the National Park
more recently; for example ‘Eagles Reach’. These more
recent discoveries stimulated a more systematic ‘searching’
programme for art sites as it became clear that the area
was rich in ‘undiscovered’ art sites. The Wollemi Rock Art
Project (WRAP) was born under the auspices of New South
Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service, and many

This work is of the highest importance because these art
sites are precious and sacred Aboriginal artefacts and
deserve the utmost in protection. Their importance in the
cultural landscape of Aboriginal use of the Wollemi region is
yet to be fully elucidated. Their significance may extend to
gaining World Heritage status for Wollemi/Yengo National
Parks on cultural criteria, in the same way that, for
example, Kakadu and Mungo NPs enjoy it. Finally, their
preservation is important for future generations.
In order to protect these sites, their locations must be
known. Threats to their survival are increasing. Climate
change is causing more intense fires as we have recently
seen – intense heat can damage art sites, exfoliating rock
layers and destroying painting of ochre. Also, government
attitude to established World Heritage areas is
demonstrably poor, as we have seen with the recent
proposal to flood World Heritage areas for the Warragamba
Dam wall modifications. It is vital to know where Aboriginal
sites are located to prevent their loss in this way. Hence, it
is becoming more pressing to extend these surveys into
remote area of the parks. In pre-colonial times, the art sites
were probably ‘maintained’ by the custodians and artists –
perhaps ‘touching up’ and adding to the art with repeated
visits and protecting sites from the ravages of fire by
‘cultural burning’ techniques. These measures might be reinstituted if Aboriginal people could be reconnected to these
significant sites – cultural burning ‘practitioners’ could be
integrated into the NPWS management and directed by
them. Great sensitivity and cultural awareness is needed for
this work as the sites are of sacred importance.
Nature NSW Online – Winter 2020

Parks legacy – River Red Gum Parks tenth
anniversary
This July marks 10 years since the formal declaration of the
last major addition to the national parks estate in Victoria.
After almost two decades of work by VNPA, and a 4-year
investigation by the Victorian Environmental Assessment
Council (VEAC), the Brumby ALP government created this
extensive system of parks along the Murray, Goulburn and
Ovens rivers. It saw the establishment of more than 100
parks and reserves covering more than 215,000 hectares of
our state. The creation of the River Red Gum Parks was an
impressive legacy for the Brumby ALP government. VNPA
would like to acknowledge the key role that Gavin Jennings
played, as Minister for the Environment, in delivering these
magnificent new parks.
In a statement from the Premier, Daniel Andrews paid
tribute to Gavin Jennings on his retirement from the
Victorian Parliament in March this year: ‘Perhaps one of his
proudest achievements in public life was as Environment
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Minister in the Brumby Government – intervening to protect
140,000 hectares of River Red Gums along the Murray,
Goulburn and Ovens rivers. Today, those ancient and
majestic trees stand tall as testament to Gavin’s tenacity’.

Government’s Forest Protection Survey Program in the west
of the state, unlike in the east. Instead of surveys by
independent ecologists, the task was being left exclusively
in the hands of potentially unqualified VicForests foresters.

After the government decision, followed by legislation and
lastly formal declaration, there came a package to create
the River Red Gum Parks, including $38 million for an extra
30 Parks Victoria staff and 10 contractors to build fencing.
After extensive community consultation, the River Red Gum
Parks Management Plan was completed in July 2018,
covering five national parks and more than a hundred other
parks and reserves.

According to a report by the Australian and Victorian
governments, there were no forestry audits carried out in
the West Regional Forest Agreement between 2015 and
2018, since the audit program was established. We have
had assurances from the Office of the Conservation
Regulator that these will commence this year, though none
have been done to date, even though logging is actively
happening or set to happen – including areas proposed to
be new parks in the Central West. VNPA will continue to
monitor logging operations in the west. The Central
Victorian Uplands bioregion has only 2.7 per cent of its
native vegetation largely intact. Across the west are high
numbers of threatened plant and animal species. Logging
has no place in these high-conservation value areas.

Earlier this year a final Joint Management Plan was
produced for Barmah National Park, by the Yorta Yorta
Traditional Owner Management Board.The River Red Gum
Parks were one of the first examples of Indigenous comanagement in Victoria. Unfortunately, not all the VEAC
recommendations adopted by the Brumby government
were implemented. There appear to be no plans to formally
create the Murray River Park (a type of nature conservation
reserve) even though it was promised by the Brumby
government and Parks Victoria were given control of the
process, and the costs of implementation would be as little
as $2 million.
The River Red Gum Parks anniversary reminds us that
protecting nature for the long-term requires vision and
persistence – and of course the support from our members
and donors. It is often a few steps forward, then back, and
then forward again. This is particularly pertinent now as we
battle to get the Andrews government to agree to the next
big addition to the national park estate of over 60,000
hectares in Victoria’s Central West. Top decision-makers
need to consider the great legacy of creating new parks. In
our fast-moving and challenging world, it is these decisions
that stand the test of time, even if they require a helping
hand along the way.
Park Watch (VNPA) – June 2020

Forgotten forests
The forests and woodlands of Victoria’s west are sometimes
referred to as the ‘forgotten forests’ – and when it comes to
compliance and oversight of logging operations, this,
unfortunately, rings very true. In February this year, VNPA
representatives met with the state government’s logging
company VicForests about the logging of native forest in the
Pyrenees Ranges and Mount Cole. VicForests’ 2019–2023
Timber Utilisation Plan has a steep increase in the number
of logging coupes located within the known distribution of
the threatened Mount Cole Grevillea and other vulnerable
species. Its plan is for an increase in the intensity of
planned logging types from ‘single tree’ to ‘even-aged stand
management’ – in other words, clearfell logging. After some
questioning, it was revealed that pre-logging survey work to
identify biodiversity and conservation values before logging
commenced was not being conducted under the Victorian

Park Watch (VNPA) – June 2020

Shutdown: a break for nature
Queenslanders have long enjoyed exploring our many and
varied national parks and state forests. Australians from
other states typically migrate to Queensland during the
winter months and popularity has surged in the last decade.
However, many had their trips cut short or cancelled from
March in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The impact
of the decision to close national parks and their camping
grounds to visitors is significant, with 470 camping areas
closed across the state.
Whilst this has had profound effects on parks explorers,
there have been many positives for national parks. Despite
chronic under-resourcing, the pause in visitation gave
Queensland park rangers some much needed breathing
space to re-assess management priorities. It freed up
rangers from focussing mainly on visitor management
issues: instead they had an opportunity to focus on efforts
on the parks’ significant values and resources, which are
the key reason for their gazettal. Rangers in some national
parks have been able to spend time on critical feral pest
and weed management. With the rains following fire and
drought, there has been an explosion of weeds in many
regions.
The extended drought and devastating fires have also taken
a toll on walking tracks which have been blocked with fallen
trees and eroded from intense rainfall. The temporary halt
in foot traffic gave the opportunity for regeneration,
particularly in areas where people go off-track to take a
short-cut. This frequently occurs on tracks that have switchbacks designed to give an easier walking grade.
Areas around campgrounds typically have highly compacted
soil. Again, removal of visitor traffic gave a chance for
regeneration. Four-wheel driving on park beaches has also
been restricted giving wildlife and tracks a much needed
break.

Guard rail repairs in Namadgi, July 2020
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K’gari (Fraser Island), had a break from the 10,000 to
14,000 people who normally visit the island over the Easter
period. Interestingly, dingo sightings have decreased
markedly along the coastal areas frequented by large
numbers of campers and day-visitors. Dingoes have moved
inland away from these areas: typically they would be
closer looking for food and scraps left behind by visitors, but
instead have been forced to self-sufficiency.

havoc on Australia, with unemployment expected to get
close to 10% in the coming months. On a micro level
people are staying at home, and not spending money on
service based industries like hospitality and retail. Income
for nongovernment organisations (and even government
bodies and organisations) has dried up. Grants from major
corporates will be pulled back to recoup costs in what will
undoubtedly be a tough 2020.

Because of this opportunity, when you return to visit a
national park, you are likely to notice increased bird life and
sightings of native fauna. Many rangers have noted their
return to highly used areas, encouraged by the overall quiet
and lack of disturbance. NPAQ hope visitors will take the
opportunity to explore and appreciate our diverse national
parks as part of a safe, inexpensive holiday, demonstrating
how these special, unique areas are valued. This also builds
the case for increased resourcing of park management.

Charities like the Colong Foundation which rely on
donations to function, will face an indefinite period of
austerity, given the expected reduction in financial support
during this time. We appreciate and acknowledge that we
have many members and regular donors who are either on
the pension, or have low incomes, and who do it tough
even in ‘good’ economic times. But the future will be harder
across the entire socio-economic spectrum – it’s only when
the economy is thriving that many consider giving to
charities.

Protected (NPAQ), Issue 28 (Winter 2020)

Congratulations, Mike Wood AM
The WA Parks Foundation is delighted that Park
Ambassador Mike Wood’s outstanding achievements in
bringing people closer to nature have been recognised in
the 2020 Queen’s Birthday Honours. Mike was appointed a
Member (AM) of the Order of Australia for significant service
to environmental conservation, and to recreation initiatives.
He is a passionate advocate for outdoor recreation and
education and one of his most notable contributions is the
key part he has played in ensuring the sustainability and
accessibility of the Bibbulmun Track. This is one of the
world’s great long distance walk trails, stretching 1000 km
from Kalamunda, a suburb in the hills on the outskirts of
Perth, to the historic town of Albany on the south coast. It
passes through the heart of the scenic south west of
Western Australia.
Mike’s involvement with the track began in the early 1990s
when he joined a steering committee that oversaw the
Building a Better Bibbulmun Track Project. That project
resulted in the current alignment and the construction of
the campsites. Mike was instrumental in establishing the
Bibbulmun Track Foundation (as the Friends of the
Bibbulmun Track) in 1997 and chaired the Board for 21
years.
‘Encouraging people to venture into the wilderness safely
and sustainably helps them to appreciate and understand it,
including the need to protect and conserve our natural
environment’, he said. ‘Being recognised for my volunteer
work also gives me a platform to draw attention to the
amazing contribution of all WA trails volunteers and
workers.’
WA Parks Foundation News – 30.06.20

The virus
Like the horrific bushfire season of 2019/2020, the evolving
Coronavirus pandemic has captured the attention of the
entire world. It has increasingly dominated politics, the
media, conversation, our parlance, and people’s lives. It
seems unlikely that ‘normality’ will be returned anytime
soon.
One of the key non-health impacts of the pandemic we are
already seeing, is the start of a massive economic
downturn. We have already seen share markets slide
significantly, global trade falter, and the breakdown of
supply chains which support our previously integrated
systems. A global recession seems all but certain to wreak

The pandemic may hold a silver lining for nature though.
While it is still unclear how long it will last, it looks likely
that emissions for 2020 for will be the lowest for decades.
Similarly, the virus has thrown a spanner in the works for a
number of major, environmentally-destructive projects
underway or in the pipeline. Projects like Adani’s Carmichael
Mine will face huge challenges to get off the ground, given
its survival so far has been dependent on generous
government subsidies. Fracking in the Northern Territory
has been postponed for a year. Various government
departments and agencies have closed up shop and are
working (unproductively) from home. Large construction
sites face shut down. Face-to-face meetings and approvals
have become increasingly complicated. In the case of the
proposal to raise Warragamba Dam wall, the virus will see
additional delays to the release of the Environmental
Impact Statement, which was due 20 months ago!
When the pandemic is over, nature could face renewed and
even greater threats. Increasingly labelled as a job killer, it
is likely that ‘green tape’ will continue to be further eroded.
In a time of large-scale unemployment, jobs will be seen to
take precedence, a matter that will be happily accepted by
both major political parties. Those with vision, however,
recognise that the breathing space the virus has given us
could be a turning point for the world. There are more jobs
in genuine earth care and sustainable environmental
management than continued planetary rape and pillage.
The huge shift in the way we are being forced to live our
lives, and the relative ease with which some countries have
slipped into it, provides a glimmer of hope for the future.
Are we seeing the early days of the transition we
desperately need? During the coming months, Colong
needs your support more than ever. We are well set up to
weather the storm, but it is crucial your patronage
continues in these difficult days. Hopefully this will be a
time for us to get the upper hand in many of the campaigns
we are working on, as we keep striving for good outcomes
for nature and Wilderness.
Colong Bulletin, No. 262 (May 2020)

Taking the surprise out of fire
Fire spread predictions – the art and science of predicting
how a fire might behave and spread in the landscape – is a
field that’s recently seen some serious leaps. Over the past
few years, there’ve been major developments not only in
the way information is gathered but how that information is
processed and shared. And this means that on the ground,
land managers and fire teams are making decisions – for
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prescribed burns and fighting fires – based on
astonishingly detailed and timely information.
Brian Levine, a Senior Fire Management Officer with ACT
Parks is one of a growing number of fire behaviour
analysts in Australia. (In the ACT, he is now one of five,
proof of how far things have come as 5 years ago there
were none.) Together with other fire specialists from
Queensland through to Tasmania all are working cooperatively, taking accurate quality information, putting it
through various stages of modelling and transforming it
into powerful tools. If you’re preparing to deal with an
extreme fire season, this is the group of people you want
at your side.
‘Every day we run fire simulations across the landscape to
show how fires would behave under current and predicted
weather. For example, the model can predict where and
when the greatest risk will be over the next six days:
armed with that information you might make the better
decision to rest people for what’s coming.’

and resources – has been given a boost with the
development of the Cimara app, a resource allocation
system that quickly pulls together an incident
management plan with no whiteboard in sight.
‘ACT staff nominate their availability and the app quickly
forms teams based on their skills and experience. We’re
no longer working with excel spread sheets: it’s all
automated.’ The area of fire response is constantly
evolving as everyone looks at ways to improve every
aspect, but above all the aim is simple, ‘our work is about
taking the surprise out of bushfires’.
News from the Alps No. 66 (May 2020)

Post-fire stocktake
Of the 1,695,362 hectares that make up the entire
Australian Alps national parks and reserves, 534,732
hectares or approximately 31% were burnt during the last
fire season; the breakdown is as follows:

Of course, for this approach to be worthwhile the
predictions need to be close to reality – and they have
been. A post fire review of the Orroral fire spread
predictions against what actually took place shows they
are ‘very similar’. That would be thanks not only to the
number of analysts running simulations but the quality of
the information gathered to form their bases. Fortnightly,
year round, fuel moisture content has been measured: in
the ACT that’s three sizes of dry fuel and clippings of live
fuel put through an oven assessment. Portable weather
stations and SODAR were used during the fire season to
take frequent readings of weather and wind speed and
direction at 30 metre intervals to gain a better
understanding of the various weather layers. Twice a week
ACT Parks fire behaviour analysts share a weather
discussion, which captures this detailed information and
provides intelligence to staff and stakeholders to inform
their decision making.

VIC

The ACT also works closely on building relationships
though the Predictive Services Group (PSG) of the
Australasian Fire and Emergency Service Authorities
Council (AFAC). Through this Predictive Services Group,
Brian and other fire behaviour analysts have created a
strong network of support for each other and fires in
various jurisdictions; whether in Tasmania, NSW, the ACT,
QLD, Victoria. Even managing the fire teams – the people

ACT

Alpine NP – total 662,295 ha: burnt area 112.812ha

= approx.17%

Snowy River NP – total 114,674ha : burnt area 85,730ha

= approx. 75%

Avon Wilderness Park – total 39,650ha

Not burnt

Mount Buffalo NP – total 2,747ha: burnt area 11.440ha

= approx. 37%

Baw Baw NP – total 13,530ha

Not burnt

NSW
Bimberi NR – total 10,741ha; burnt area 2,626ha

= approx. 24%

Brindabella NP total 21, 277ha

Not burnt

Scabby Range NR – total 4,872ha: burnt area 2,858ha

= approx. 59%

Kosciuszko NP – total 689,452ha: burnt area 235,122ha

= approx. 34%

Namadgi NP – total 105,900ha: burnt area 82,700ha

= approx. 78%

Tidbinbilla NR- total 5,500ha: burnt area 1,444ha

= approx. 26%

News from the Alps No, 66 (May 2020)
Compiled by Hazel Rath

The Orroral ﬁre from Sulwood Drive, 31 January 2020. Photo by Max Lawrence
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A new national park in Western Australia

Beacon Island in the Houtman Abrolhos NaOonal Park. Photo by Peter Nicholas (DBCA)

The Houtman Abrolhos Islands National Park
was created in July 2019 on the 400-year
anniversary of Dutch East India Company
navigator Frederick de Houtman’s sighting of
the islands he named the Abrolhos. Ten
years later, the Dutch ship Batavia with 300
crew, passengers and soldiers slammed into
the reef about 60km west of Geraldton, the
start of a dreadful misadventure for all.

sustainable tourism in the national park and prepare a management plan
for the sustainable development of tourism and other industries at the
Houtman Abrolhos Islands National Park. This will involve upgrading
infrastructure such as the airstrip, boardwalks and shade shelters on East
Wallabi Island. A landing dock is being built on Beacon Island. A new
ranger base equipped with boats will be built to protect the area’s high
conservation values.

This region is unique, the Leeuwin Current
brings tropical water south to mix with
temperate waters at the boundary of the
Indian Ocean circulation system. This
convergence at the Abrolhos produces one
of the most important seabird breeding
places in Australia.

Source:

The WA Government plans to create at least five million hectares of new
conservation estate over the next five years.
https://www.westernaustralia.com/en/Destination/Abrolhos_Islands/
56b268c22cbcbe7073ae26c9
The Abrohlos are at the northern limit of the range of the Australian Sea Lion thanks to
the abundance of food at the convergence of tropical and temperate waters.

Previously, the archipelago and surrounding
waters were managed by the Department of
Primary Industries and Regional
Development as a marine reserve, with
various zones ranging from commercial to
recreational fishing and conservation. The
fishing camps and jetties on 22 of the
islands remain outside the new national
park. The park is vested with the
Conservation and Parks Commission and
managed by the Department of Biodiversity,
Conservation and Attractions (DBCA).
Plans for establishment of the national park
were announced back in October 2017 with
a budget of $10 million over two years
(2019 to 2021) for the sustainable tourism
development of the Abrolhos Islands. The
funding was targeted at developing visitor
and management facilities to support
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NPA Bulletin board
National Parks Association of the ACT calendar
September

October

November

December

–

Monday 5th
Labour Day

–

Friday 25th - Monday 28th
Christmas

Tuesday 1st

Tuesday 6th

Tuesday 3rd

Thursday 20th

Thursday 18th

Thursday 15th

–

NPA art week at
Gudgenby Cottage*

–

Sunday 25th

Sunday 1st

–

Gudgenby Bush
Regeneration Group*

–

Saturday 10th

Saturday 14th

Saturday 12th**

Public holidays
Committee meetings
General meetings

Daylight saving starts Sunday, 4 October
* See Outings Program for details
** Work and Christmas party

NPA ACT welcomes
the following new members

Suzannah Macbeth
Filomena Barzi & Ian Kershaw
Yvette Devlin
Denise & Mike Hall
Kelli Jackson
Steph, Craig, Cameron & Ben Burgess
Ewen Lawler (UC student)
Carmel Summers
Mina Roberts
Tom North
Susan Wishart & Steve Styles
Margaret Mahoney
Rosemary Hollow
Lorraine Tomlins & Roy McAndrew
Tricia Wilden
Ian Bell
We look forward to seeing you at NPA activities.

to

Tuesday 1st

NPA Xmas party
Sunday 13th December at Namadgi Visitor Centre
We are planning to have an outside picnic from
11:30 on. Bring your own picnic lunch and a
chair if possible.
Please check the website for any changes
and more details closer to the date.

Red spot
Subscriptions for 2020–21 are now overdue. If there is a red
spot on your Bulletin address sheet and in your Bulletin or you
have received a reminder notice and not yet paid, the association’s
records show your current subscription has not been received.
Please take the time to make amendments to the renewal form if the
information NPA holds confidentially in its database needs correcting.
Please send the whole form back or use the online form
https://www.npaact.org.au/index.php/pages/join with any changes
and your payment details. Thank you!

49th Black Mountain Wildflower Ramble
Mountain

ut Black
o
b
a
k
o
o
!
New b
launched
recently

Saturday 10 October 2020, 9:30 am sharp to 12 noon or later
Belconnen Way entry just before Caswell Drive turnoff – watch for
balloons or banners
Celebrate the spring flowering on beautiful Black Mountain with a
social ramble for wildflower lovers in the tradition established by
Nancy Burbidge, and continued by George Chippendale. Discover the
surprising diversity of tiny orchids, bush peas, wattles and billy
buttons on easy bush tracks with experienced guides and good
company.
Please allow time to park and walk to the meeting point.
BYO morning tea, water, hat, sunblock and stout shoes.
Gold coin donation
Booking essential: Contact friendsofblackmountain@gmail.com or
Linda 0437 298 711 or Libby 6296 1936.

World Environment Day Dinner: Regenerating our Earth
6:30 to 10:30 pm, 7 Nov 2020, National Museum of Australia
Guest speaker: Costa Georgiadis, presenter of ABC’s Gardening
Australia, and powerful advocate for sustainable practices in agriculture
and across society. The event will also feature live music.
For latest updates, visit https://conservationcouncil.org.au/wedd2020/
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General meetings
Third Thursday of the month,
8.00 pm, Uniting Church hall, 56 Scrivener Street, O’Connor

Please refer to Burning Issues or the website,
in case the general meeting is online.

Thu 17 September

Thu 15 October

Thu 19 November

Wither the Little Eagles

From Snow to Ash

Dr Michael Mulvaney

Anthony Sharwood

Meeting the ACT’s
environmental challenges

This talk will give an update of the
findings of the informal Little Eagle
Research Group, which is studying
the number, breeding success and
movements of the Little Eagle in
the ACT and surrounding area of
NSW. We will hear about the bird’s
continental movements
(movements from year to year
appear consistent), fledgling
success and survival, interactions
with Wedge-tailed Eagles and diet
analysis.

Walkley Award-winning journalist,
Anthony Sharwood, will share his
experience of walking the Australian
Alps Walking Track during last summer’s
bushfires documented in his book From
Snow to Ash. This life-changing
experience has led the former
Huffington Post and Channel 10
environment and sports journalist/editor
to Reclaim Kosci – a campaign to better
manage and reduce the number of feral
horses in Kosciuszko National Park.
Join us for what promises to be a lively
and interesting presentation!

National Parks Association of the ACT
Incorporated
Inaugurated 1960
Aims and objectives of the Association
• Promotion of national parks and of measures for the
protection of fauna and flora, scenery, natural
features and cultural heritage in the Australian
Capital Territory and elsewhere, and the reservation
of specific areas.
• Interest in the provision of appropriate outdoor
recreation areas.
• Stimulation of interest in, and appreciation and
enjoyment of, such natural phenomena and cultural
heritage by organised field outings, meetings or any
other means.
• Cooperation with organisations and persons having
similar interests and objectives.
• Promotion of, and education for, conservation, and
the planning of landuse to achieve conservation.
Office-bearers
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Minutes Secretary

Dr Sophie Lewis

Sports & outdoors writer

Senior Conservation Planner

Esther Gallant
Cynthia Burton
Sonja Lenz
Bernard Morvell
Debbie Worner

ACT Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment
The newly appointed commissioner will talk about
the challenges of her job. A leading climate
change expert, Dr Lewis was the ACT Scientist of
the Year in 2019 in recognition of her research,
particularly on climate extremes and their specific
relevance to Canberra. Her role includes giving
the government independent advice on
managing the environment.
Dr Lewis is particularly committed to promoting
the involvement of children in our environment
and in finding solutions to some of our

challenges.

Committee members
Chris Emery
Rod Griffiths (Immediate Past President)
George Heinsohn
Rosemary Hollow
Kevin McCue
Allan Sharp
Conveners
Bulletin Working Group
Cultural Subcommittee
Environment Subcommittee
Outings Subcommittee
Publications Subcommittee
Promotion and Outreach Subcommittee
Work Party Co-ordinator

Kevin McCue
Rosemary Hollow
Rod Griffiths
Brian Slee (acting)
Kevin McCue
Allan Sharp
Martin Chalk

Membership subscription rates (1 July to 30 June)
The subscription rate is $22, which includes a digital copy
only of our Bulletin.
If you want to receive a printed copy of the Bulletin, the
subscription rates are:
Household membership $44 Single members
$38.50
Corporate membership $33 Full-time student/Pensioner $22
Note: All the above subscription categories reduce to $11 if
a donation of $100 or more is made.

NPA books are available from some bookshops (e.g. ANBG), or contact the association office.
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For information on NPA ACT activities, please visit our
website: http://www.npaact.org.au and follow us:
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/npa_act/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Lovenature321
Facebook: www.facebook.com/NationalParksAssociationOfTheACT
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